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est effects, centuries or perhaps millenniums
hence, if the present race of men shall con

recess, and begged me to take alohg some

tinue so long.”. "This judgment is coming
to be acknowledged. Within a few months

not far from

the kingdom of God.”

day, Jaga Saren came to my tent during
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| that it was ndf the intention of the govern- than half of all that

as given to Foreign Mis-

sions. And now
comes tidings
of a new organ<
ment to interfere with the execution of the’ ization
and
of
the
growing
interest
in this, cause.
sentences of the Fenian prisoners, and the among the ladies of the Pacific slope joining

|

was received with cheers.
with their sisters in the East and in the Interior.
AS the congressional investigation pro- declaration
.
y
MEXICO.
DESTROYED
NOT
BUT.
past
a
site
has
been
appropriated
in
WestBURNED,
|
- ISSUED BY THE
WY
ceeds, the detestable nature of the moiety
“ The American Board has just received the
of
house
publishing
music.
large
FREEWILL BAPTIST PRINTING = ESTABLISHMENT tian ‘women to teach our poor, ignorant minster Abbey for a monument to John system of paying revenue collectors,”
and ‘The
wives, mothers and sisters, for until they Wesly. Of all the great Englishmen there the questionable part that the Secretary of Oliver Ditson & Co.; Boston, suffered se- painful intelligence that one of its missionaries,
Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, NH.
Rev. J. L. Stephens, was assassinated on the 2d
Rev. I. D. STEWART, Pablisher, learn it will be very hard for us to follow. commeniorated, there is no one more wor- the Treasury has had in the matter, be- verely from fire on Tuesday evening of inst., at Ahualaleo, Mexico.
SO
ob
Isaid to him, ‘* We shall surely thy of a place. The world does move, come more
be dling “Sod
apparent.
The, evidence last week. Although many thousands of
To whom _all letters on business, remittances ot | Christ.”

FOR THE FAMILY.
.,

of our Christian girls when I went to visit
his school. Said he, “Do bring some Chris-

money, &0o., should be sent. All communications
designed for Piulication should be-addressed to the
ht
Editor.
Terms: $3.00 per year; or if pad strictly IN ADVANCE, $2.50

ore

‘+ MEMEITEANCES must be made in money

ders, bank checks,
or drafts, if possible.
hen
neither of these can ke procured, send the money in a
registered letter. All Postmasters are obliged to
register letters whenever requested to do so.
oneys thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
the wil be at the risk of those sending them.
he regular charges .for money orders, bank
checks, and Post Office money orders may
be deducted from the amount due, when thus sent, Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses,

Papers

are forwarded

until an explicit. order

. received by the Publisher for their

is

discontinuance,

and until payment of all arrearagesis made as required by law.
:
;
:
, Bach subscriber 1£ particularly Tequaated toxnote
the date on the label for the expiration of his subscription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
>, yOUT, without further reminder from this ofice,
.
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NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
Afty person who takes a Rewspaper

I.

regularly

from the post-oMce—whether directed to his name or
another’s, or whether he has subseribed or not—is
* responsible for the payment.
0s
2. Ifa person orders his Rapes discontinued,
mist
pay all arrearages,or the publisher may coh+ tinue Hy sendit until paymentis made, and collectthe

whole-amount,

whether the puper is taken fromthe

oMce or not.
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The courts have decided

newspapers

and

periodicals

that refusmgto

from

the

take

post-ofice, or

removing and leaving them uncalled
racie evidence of intentional fraud.
=

~

for, is prima
i

When Agents receive premiums, no'percentage

on moneys

a

sent for the Star isallowed in addition.

We send no’ hooks out to be sold on commis-

gion

or otherwise,

with the

privilege

tnem,

of returning
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~My Olden Home.
.

—

OO

Sitting by my window, thinking,
Musing on the days of yore,
Blooming by the well-known door;

Almost see the golden willow
Wave its long arms to and fro;
Almost hear the pleasant voices
Of the loved of long ago.
In the waters of the bay;

Alinost see the wavelets glisten
pale Luna’e

silvar ray

—-

Ah! my eyes are filled with tear-drops,
And I wonder as they fall,

Is it truth or is it fancy,
Do I thus behold them all?

N

¢

Jaga,

mind

you don’t

kingdom of God. Last year one teacher
did just this. His sister, brother, uncles
and cousins, besides other neighbors, stood
ready

to

follow

Jesus, but

they

all said,

Sanctification Progressive,
—

—

set his standard of holiness too high. There
are hights before us Which have never yet ; i

to touring in the Santal country to the

It isithe work of God the Holy (host, pur-

Six schools were inspected and the
preached in many. villages.
The

chased for us by the blood

Roman

Catholics have entered this section

of- Christ,

and

freely bestowed in answer to prayer according to the yea and amen of the ever
lasting covenant.
It is therefore scarcely
true to speak of Divine grace as one thing,
and human effort as another, for they are
really one and the samé. Yet they may be
distinguished, though not separated; and:
as Scripture itself, speaking after the manner of men, distinguishes them, so we need
not be afraid to distinguish them likewise,
While the power that sanctifies is all of
God, it yet leaves room for human effort

their own kind of idolatry better than any
Rome has to offer.
’
We
found one teacher, Jitu Murma,
doing a good work as an evangelist. He
studied at Midnapore and was converted
there. Now he teaches ana preactics, and and strngegle at the same time.
the people hear him gladly. His school
boys have learned to pray, and are striving
Three Blank Leaves.

me

Seldom is my sky o’ercast;
But to thee my thoughts are turning

“With affection’s fondest glow,

And for thee my heart is yearning,
For the friends of long ago.
— Selected.
> re

and lips responded, Amen,

much.

crave -God’s

blessing

young toilers,

Missionary - Correspondence.

ston,. George Opdyke and others, and
giters were . read from. Charles ‘ Francis
dams and other distinguished = persons
who were absent. . The’senseof the meet-

strongly opposed to further in-

creases of the currency, and

that effect were passed.

resolutions

~

to

:

BENJAMIN REBUKED.
When the Simmons contest was waging
in Washington, there were boasts from
many of Butler’s friends that he was ‘able
to obtain private despatches to members
of the House before those members them-

“selves had received them.

Last Wednes-

day, the House, on motion of Mr. Pierce

of

Boston, passed a resolution saimed directly
at Butler, charging that certain ‘‘disreputable” persons had been able to.secure . despatches in the manner naméd, and directing the architect of the Capitol to ineclose
the telegatph stands so that outsiders could
not hear the instruments,

The

on these

vi}

is

One leaf was very black, one was very red,

and one was very white. What puzzled
others was plain to him. The black leaf told

The dear
last evening.

of persuading men to accept the Lord Jesus

missionaries

Christ, and a blessing is sure to attend
such earnest and persevering efforts for

come this year to Midnapore and Balasore}
Help heartily and aé once.
J.L. P.

the salvation of souls.
Our church, Sabbath school, class meetings, temperance

society and sewing circle have all been

or-

-

and

Wesley

their wives, who wish to

and Methodism.

ganized and are carrying on. their good
Few thoughts giveus more pleasure than
work. Everything of this sort is new to
these people, but they seem so eager to that of God's resources,—the *‘‘mystéries”
learn, that it is a great pleasure to teach of providence, “hid fiom the ages, ” and revealed in their proper time. Among the
them.
‘
On the 12th inst., delegates from the Midnapore church met with ns, and the Midhapore Quarterly Meeting
was organized.

The regular sessions will begin on the

day

before the second

Fri-

Sunday.of Jan.,

latest

is the

woman’s

temperance

move-

ment, bursting as the day star of hope on
the black night of our despair. John Wesley and Methodism were another such near

the middle of the last century.

At the be-

April, Jpiy, Oct., and the April session is ginning of that century who. could have
the advent of that new moral
to be né Midnapore.
This will be a great forecasted

help to our Santal
“with only .two

brethren. We

churches,

to

be

begin

sure,

but.

siuéh are the obstacles in the way of all the
mission

churches

meeting

As to membership, there are at least

a score of Quarterly Meetings in the de‘namination numbering no more communicants than ours, so we shall not be discowraged about that. Let our friends pray.
God to make this new organization a great
blessingto this part of our miss‘on field.
We begin with three ordained ministers
and two licentiates, but hops the Lord
may soon call others into the ministry .of

his word. -

j

This mouth eight ‘days were devoted.
te the semi-annual meetingof the Santa
village schoolmasters. The examinations,
_ which were severer than before, indicat~
‘ed studious application, and on the whole,

Says Dr. Guernsey in
heJ

After the establishment of the

once a year, it Republic, the

was deemed prudent to no longer postpone
the organization of two Quarterly Meetings.

force in our world ?
the Galaxy :

institution

American

of Methodism

is

the greatest event of the eighteenth century,
and of all the men who lived in that century
there is no one whose influence upon after
ages equals that of John Wesley. Of the

seventy-five mrilliens who speak the English
tongue, about three and a half millions
members of the

Methodist

churches;

are
four

millions more are pupils in their” Sunday
schools, and the. regular attendance upon
Methodist worship can not be less than as
many more—fifteen millions in all. Thus

one-fifthof all who spedk our language are
directly molded,

for. this life and the life to

House foreign-relations

committee

have agreed
to report a bill to carry

into

execution the provisions of the fourteenth
amendment concerning citizenship, and to
define certain rights of citizens of the
United States in foreign countries, and

with

¢m

one

and

another,

and

questioning

on topics relating to the salvation of

ie souls, 1 often felt to say,

Thou art

birth-

or

naturalization, : traveling in

A LETTER TO THE COUNCIL.
~ Theodore

Tilton

addressed

a letter to

the Congregational Council,in Brooklyn,
Fri-

day,in which he defends his way of leaving
Plymouth church as strictly in accordance
with its rules, and adds,
‘A wide spread
impression
overshadowed
good men’s

dered

the

pastor

hereby declare

that

of Plymouth
I

had

church.

not, then,

nor

have1 since, nor ut any time in all my life

a8 the

Ad

:

: Mission

ing power in legislation,

Field.

in

I listened, on Wednes-

Mark H. Dunnell, of Minnesota.

| AFRICA.

Tea years ago, Mr. and Mrs, Ramseyer were
sent, by the Basle Mission Society to the western
coast of Africa, where they commenced a station
at Anun.
In, 1869, the king of the Ashantees

sent his army into that region, destroyed the station, took

a large influence

day last, to a very able speech delivered by Hon.

OE
yh

exercise

Mr, and Mrs. Ramseyer and their sin-

gle male associate prisoners, and carried them to
Koomassie, the capital of Ashantee, where they

have been kept more than four years.

Frequent

His argument

was ‘clear and cogent, and may be set down as .
exhaustive of the whole subject, and if it did
not carry conviction to all minds, and if all who

heard” his forcible words and carefully prepared
statistics did not accept his conclusions, one
thing is pretty clear, that tlie enemies of this

railroad reform wilPfind it difficult to refute Mr.

Dunnell’s argumefits.
to
.
ra.
There isno good and valid- reason why the
farmers

of Minnesota

should pay $12,000,000 to

but fruitless efforts were made for their release. get $20,000,000 Wath of wheat to market.

Mr:

D’s speech contained . much valuable statistical
inspired that the recent invasion'of Ashantee by information, and produced an impression even
the English might secure their liberation, if, in- upon Congress,and when printed and sent abroad
Much prayer had been

offered

and

hopes

were

deed, they had-not already been put to death.
The hopes find fedrs of Christians were becoming
more and’ more intense and disquieting, when
the telegraph announces, not only to the friends

of the Basle Miss, Soc., but to the friends
manity

throughout

the world,

‘ The

of hucaptives

over the land it will produce a much wider impression. The great. West, and espqgially the great valley of the Mississippi, is fast filling up,
and its millions of population will clamor for

such laws and'regulations in respect to the common carriers,—for the railroad corporations are

common carriers and nothing else—as will enable the producer to realize a legitimate profit
the] from the products which his industry and labor

are released.” King Karakari,to save his capital
from conquest, made a timely submission, and
as ope

meansof

conciliation,

surrendered

missionary prisoners whom he had
in his grasp.
*
BURMAH.
Great

success

has

attended

Mission in the Bassein district.

so long held

the Am.

It now enrolls

who

had

suffered

Baptist

It has the

larg-

6,047 members, 62

A young chief of Bassein,
much

for

brought

forth,

Mr.

Dunnell,

vice upon this important matter.

churches, 22 ordained preachers and 62 unordained preachers of the gospel. Mr. Abbot, the
founder of the mission, commenced his work in

this district in 1640.

have

as I think,

gave to the dominant party some wholesome

his faith in Christ,

became the leader of the people in that district,

ad-4

Let it prepare

to grapple with the forthcoming issue
it right.

ang “settle

FINANCIAL.
It has been gravely and truthfully said in many
quarters, that Congress had spent about four

nionths and yet had given to the country no substantial

legislation

commerce, and

in behalf of either finance or

it was

feared

that much

more

precigus time would be wasted with like- fruitless results; but on Monday the House came

saccess. = The accessions.to the churches, includ-| ¢4iq that a strong effort will come from the mon-

ing the Karens who crossed the mountains to
escape the persecutions raging in their country,

were

2,080.

In 1846 Mr. Abbott’s failing health

compelling him
the early part of
sion field. One
his absence, had

ey centers

to

make

a compromise

to keep this

figure as it is by holding back the other

$18,000,-

000." A pressure is to be brought to bear upon
the Senate to secure this result.
I hardly think
that body will think this a matter of so much

to rest, he visited America, but
1848 saw him again in his misof the native preachers, during | moment, as to induce a disagreement with the
baptized 600 converts,and anoth- House upon the question whether we shall have

i er 350, The number of church members had in- | 3 clear four hundred millions or three hundred
creased to 5,000, and large numbers were report- { and eighty-two millions.
42
During the year || Now that. the members
fed as candidates for baptism.
-have shown their ’
1849,

twelve

chapels

of superior

construction | hands, the country maybe Satisfied at least that
we are to-have no very alarming inflation. What
inferior style. Again failing health forced this | is needed further is that Congress go forward
faithful missionary from his field, and in Jan., | with equal promptness and provide for the re-,
1853, he landéd in Boston, and after lingering demption of these legal tenders in coin at no dis
| tant day. I think if Congress should so decternearly two years, went to his rest.
mine,circumstances will favor this consummation
A 1ELOOGOO CONVERT.
{as early -as Jan., 1876. Then,people will know
“The Miss. Mag. (March No.) tells an intensely
| what kind of money they haye, and confidence

welte completed, and nearly twenty chapels of an

interesting Story of Pariah, one of the Teloogéo
| will be inspired.
converts. He chanced to hear two mative con-

:

:

It now remains to sce what the Senate will do,
verts talking about Christianity, and their words
jand it may be hoped
that it will come up:
deeply impressed him.
On going lobe, he said
| promptly to the question and seftle it.at an carly’
esolved to
J to his wife and neighbors, * I am
vi
| majority of the committee seem to feel that give up idols.” * Then Polarana and Malutchma | day.
|
the United States has already gone too far will send cholera and small pox among, us; you
TEMPERANCE,
R$
in the matter to refuse to make the exhibi- are mad,” was their answer. And for some
It now: looks as though what is called the
The nature’ of the re- months. he way treated as if he were a walking 'woman’s movement jn behalfof temperance
The same amount.of Christian work is tion international.
embodiment of both diseases.
At last his wife would become a fixed fact in the National Capi| exhilarating td one man and. exhausting to port, however, is as yet doubtful.
asked,
What is the Christian religion?’
He (tal, Dr. Dio Lewis is here, and a stir is already’
“another. In the one case it is a tonic and
THE GENEVA AWARD.
told her the little he knew. It made her long to | manifest which promises to culminate in somein the other leeches. Why the difference ?
The Congressional judiciary committee know mere. One day as they were sittirg down | thing like what is now occurring elsewhere. On
Io opder to work easy the -undertaking had up for consideration Tuesdav the sub- to eat, word came that there were missionaries | Sunday last, Lincoln hall was packed to its ut‘must be congenial.. But you say that much ject of the distribution of the Geneva at Ongole. “Without stopping to taste their food, most- capacity by the friends of temperance and
of what is expected of us is repulsive to the award, and 4 vote ‘was takenon the ques- they started for Ongole, 40 miles away. They the curious; and much enthiisiasm was called
natural soul. Our reply is, “Get your heart tion of rejecting- the claims of insurance presented themselves as inquirers and were soon forth by the recital of incidents and facts by the
Poctor ‘in geference to what is transpiring elseright and the work will be pleasant, No companies. The vote was five to three, baptized. When Mr. Clough was stationed at { where. On Sunday evening large meetings were
Ongole, Pariah was very happy. To think of
need of your trying-to do Christian work ‘and that classof claims was not rejected. having a meeting and Christian teaching, sep- {held in different portions,of the city, and several
unless you are a Christian.”
On the proposition to refer the claims to a arated from him only by a forty miles’ walk! ministers preached on the subject during the
If you have the salt rheum; and aman commission, as proposed by Butler, or to Such rare privileges as these nxast be improved. day.
offer you a box of salve that he says will a court, as-provided by Mr. Poland's bill, So Pariah often came to Ongole, and every time | This week is a we ek ofsprayer, and large gathcertainly cure you, and you observe that he the vote was’ a tie—four to four—three carried home something new from God’s word, erings are held twice a day, and devout men
Soon tidings reached the Ongole missionary that | and women “are lifting the heart up to God in
has on- his hand the same diséase unhealed,
members of the committee: being absent, at Tola Konda Pond,in the neighborhood of Pur-, earnest struggles for the temperance cause. On
you say, ‘No, I thank you ; if your medicine On the question that the money received iah, there were many inquirers; so in the early Mohday at 12, M., 1000 women met and organwere worth anything, you would cure; your
from England should not remain in the part of Jan., 1867, Mr. Clough visited the place, | | ized, and made preparations for/work, and many
own hands.”
So there is no use in a morTreasury, but should be distributed accord- held meetings, and at the close 28 were baptized. of our leading women are in the movement. ;
bid man, of gloomy lieart attempting to
This was the beginning of the marvelous work | The plan is, for three or five women to go in the
ing to equity, it was carried by six to one. still going on among the Teloogoos:
In the [ first instance and talk with the property holders,
raise others out of spiritual misfortunes,
This leaves the matter exactly where it seven students selected from those 28, was laid the men who rent’ buildings to the trade; then
because his shadowed soul is a slander. on |
was, so far as a decision is concerned. the foundation of the Theological Seminary to they will: visit the dealers at their homes, and
his medicine. A man must have both his
which American Baptists have just given a $50,- talk and pray with them, and then if these measTHE REVISION OF THE LAWS.
own feet solidly planted on the. Rock before
ures and methods do not succeed, the women
000 endowment.
ne
The House has nearly completed its
.he ¢an pull sinking men out of the floods.
will go into the saloons and talk and pray there,
WOMAN'S MISSION BOARDS.
workpupon the revision of the laws,
The
{ and in case they are refused admission they will
—=Christian
at
Work.
The Miss. Her. says: ‘ It is with no little sat~ 2
present intention is to add as a final clausd isfaction that we note the growing importance of [pray on the outside, so you see that we bid fair
a precautionary provision that in case it is woman’s work in the missionary cause, both at to have all the features of this novel movement
Ther? is one thing about Dr.
‘ascertained
that any portion of the revised home and abroad. . .
But more : The organ- developed here.
—
pe
r
Lewis that I cad not indorse.
He repudiates
laws has heen changed by the revision in ization of a Woman’s Board of Missions, .auxilIf a man ought aud is willing to Ke still such 2’ manner as to give it a different con- iary to’ the American Board, had really come to prohibition, indeed, he almost scoffs.at it. He
be a necessity.
The Christian women, claims to be theather of the woman's crusade,

"How to Make Work Easy.

Christian Patience.

under God's hand, he must and ought also
to be still under all things, whether they

structigp from the original, it shall remain
in force until the error can be corrected by

througha period of semi-barbarism. Southey | “Rather, forgive them, for they know not Martin, Ronayne, Sullivan and others will
expressed no more than the bare truth what they: do.”— Theologica Germanica.
address the Premier, . The members of the
century—

J.

and it was judged that not less than 1,000 believ- promptly up to the work and fixed thé maxiers were, at one time, waiting for baptism.
Mr. mum amount of legal tenders.
This bill legalAbbot gathered a co pa
of about 50 of the izes the issue of the $44,000,000 reserves by the
most promising young
men for the purpose of re-issue of the amount now in the vaults of the
training them for evangelical work,
Whole vilfor- lages turned .to God, and hundreds of Karens Treasury, thus making our greefiback currency
up to a round $400,000,000.
Itis known that a
passed over the Arracan mountains to be bap- portion of this reserve is already out, so that we
‘| tized by him.
The year 1844 was a year of great now have in circulation $332,000,000, and it is

HTS BE
OR
Conscience disobeyed is conscience
- sti-

the man who will have produced the great. | fled.

deputation are very-hopeful

reply.

of ‘a favorable

Butin the House of Conimons Fri-

‘day Mr. Cross, the home minister, declared

»
8,

soon apparently

du-

palians or Lutherans.” Fully two-thirds of tience that, enableth him to take all ebances Ashantee expedition at Windsor last Monthe Mefhodists are in the United States. To or crosses willingly, and whatever befalleth’ day.—Disraeli has consented to receive a
Methodism more than to any other .one néither to, call for nor desire any redress or deputatjon of 70 Irish members of Parliathing it is owing that our Western States deliverance or, resistance or revenge, but ment who came tg urge the release of the
grew up into ‘civilization without passing: always, in a loving, sinéere humility, to cry, Fenian. convicts.
Br. Butt and Messrs.

most influential mind of the last

D. C., March 25, 1874.

JUST TRANSPORTATION.

shaping parties, if it does not exercise a control-

ls
tote

who, mn faith and prayer, led the way in this new
movement, acted more wisely than they. knew.
|, + «+ The wisdom of this action Was 80 manifest that the, example thus set was followed by
nearly all the other missionary bodies of the
country. + A great forward step has thus been

come from God-himself or the creatures
| come, by Methodism, We doubt if any | God has made. . And he who would be bbe- |- legislation. The tourse the Senate will
adopt to pass the revision has not yet been
other Protestant communion really numbers
dient, resigned ang submissive to God, must decided upon, but it is quite certain that a
The
established churches
of |
as” many.
and ought to be also resigned, obed¥ent and
‘England and Germany, indeed, nominally .submissive’to all things, in a spirit of yield=T method will be found by which the work taken by the Christian women of our land in the

when he said, “I consider Wesley's

.

ties of diplomatic and consular officers.
The bill covers all cases that can arise
touching citizens of the United States, by

£0 near completion can be finished.
| include move ; but in counting their nur:
real [progress. There is a special Script- bers, all who .do not formally belong to ing and not of resistance, and take them in ASHANTEE SOLDIERS AND FENIAN CONVICTS.
silence, resting on the hidden fomndations
ure “lesson on which’ all of these Santal other communions
are put down as Episcoof his soul, and having a secret ‘inward pa- |- The Queen reviewed the soldiers of the

teachers are: examined, and this time we
. had cheering evidence of careful study of
the Bible.. Most cheering of al, some of
these young men, for whom many prayers
have ‘been offered up, are surely near the
kingdom of heaven. ' While preaching‘to
them, holding private, personal interviews

—————

_lgst, A very few transportation, but what the friends of the meas-*

removed to No, 225 Washington Street.

atic missions.

Siar of Dee. 17th came in his condition as a sinner; the ved one of have I ever uttered a slander. against. any
Italways brings good cheer. | the blood of Jesus ‘Christ, and the white human being.”
Another yery busy month bas gone, and So the great Agassiz is dead. I wonder one of himself again—now washed white
THE CENTENNIAL CONTEST.
1 hope somé progress has been made. On why the telegraph did n’t-inform us long in the blood of the Lamb. ‘We thought
The Senate committee on the centennial
New Year's day our first Santal church was ago! Had it been some royal imbecile that if he had a fourth with words printed
had a long hearing in regard to the matorganized in this little village. Since then. died, weeks ago the event would have been upon it, his book would be more complete, ter Monday, the 23d. The delegation be* several persons—all heads’of families— made known to both hemispheres ! Sie for it ‘would remind him that he should be
fore them labored to show that-il” Congress
have been baptized,
and there are several transit gloria mundi.
| *“ a living epistle,” to be read and known should give three millions,all othey expenscandidates awaiting baptism. The brethMy last word shall be for the mission. ! of all men.—The Testimony.
es could be met by private means.
The
+
ren here enter vight heartily into the work Let every one help send'out the two new
BiIMPORE, INDIA, Jan. 28, 1874.

:

WASHINGTON,

will soon ‘The question of what has been cglled PT

and binders

printers

est number of communicants of any of the Asi-

FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT LEGISLATION,

I have just logked at his little book very often, and he minds, that whatever other points were in
seemed to derive much comfort from it. dowbt, there could be no doubt I had slan,

sent another Christian teacher into that
neighborhood. Praying friends, put this
down, and

nt'presided. Addeesses were made by the
airman, the Hon. Edward Atkinson of

™

. We-heard of an old man who always
He showed us a fine site for a new school- carried a little book in his pocket which
house, and said, ‘‘ May God make it a contained only three colored leaves. There
chapel for his worship.” And our hearts was nothing writtenon them, and yet he

Time has brought me many blossoms,

_ ANTLINFLATSONISTS.

A large meeting
was held in’ Co péi Tn:

ing was

corps of

.
o

to loom up in Congress, and it will
they" anticipate. . They have (emporarily beginning

itate in New York, Jast Wednesday even-:
ing;to consider the subject of the national
finances, over which’ William Cullen Bry-

|

build-

in other

days interruptiou of active business is all ure now choose to call “ just transportation,” {s

ff

eign countries.

His Sabbath school and
cheered

|

ter, their remaining stock

ings and in branch stoves is quite large
enough for present demands, apd a large

systém seems: to be supply what hag been

doomof the moiety
igealed.

We have no fear that any Christian will

south.
gospel

Temperance Society

blackmailers, is complete, and suits will
accordingly be entered.against them in
New York and other places as soon as
they are excused from Washington. The

Lord Protector, will not yet find place **

*Let the teacher move first, for he has been climbed, and boundless breadths which
learned much more than we have of Chris- ‘have never been explored. All, however,
tianity ; he says he believes it, and he tells is provided for in Christ, even with reference
us to ‘believe it too; if he will lead off we to the eternal fuiure of: attainment. But
all shall follow.”
That teacher faltered, the Divine mworking’
will never be apap
and to-day his whole village sits in dark- fromi the human activity. We agree with
ness. ‘What an account his will be in the the following, from an English reviewer:
judgment day, ‘except he repent! Don
It appears that the doctrine of an actual,
you do as De did.” The man exclaimed immediate deliverance from all sin is not’
will tears, ‘I will not.
Do come and the doctrine of the Bible.
Justification is
preach
to us.” God bless him and many. indeed an aet done once and done forever,
others like bim.
I beg all your pious and all the condemning guilt of sin is washreaders to offer up special prayer in behalf ed away in it by the ments of the Lord
of these Santal teachers.
They lead the Jesus Christ. But sanctification is gradual
people, and, if converted, can do much and progressive, and fever complete on this’
good. . I have strong hopes of. several. side of the world ‘of glory.
Conversion is
Don't forget them at the prayer meeting, the newebirth of the soul, but the lite comsthe family altar and in the closet. Of the ‘municated has, like the life of the body, its
fifty-eight teachers examined this month infaney, childhood and manhood.
It needs
only eight are professed Christians. 1 en- to grow, and in that growth the effort of
[3
treat you to pray for the fifty that ave le aly
the #aint has its place. There is neither
nd may the Lovd speedilyhear your prayer self-trust
nor self-righteousness in this ef
fort, for the grace which enables thé saint
and ours in their behalf.
Ten days of this month were “devoted to make it, is-all of God from end to end.

to serve Christ,

Many years have bloomed and withered,
Since, old home, I saw thee last,

ppd

of salvation; but,

stand in the door to keep them out of the

Santals; and as for the Hindus, they like

Almost see theships at anchor

‘Neath

your Santal women will be taught the way

of our field, and we found a priest putting
up a nice house in the jungle. But we do
not fear their interference.
If we are
faithful, I believe the Lord will give us the

I can almost scent the roses

against Sanborn and Jayne, the two chief ‘valuable books ‘were ruined by fire or wa- ‘Washington Correspondence

go to your village and the missibaba (my after alt; ‘wud who shall say that among the
sister) will probably take some of her portraits of British sovereigns in the House
zenana workers and accompany us, so that: of Parliament, that of Oliver, the great

*

Jo

great work of the chupch.
support of missionaries and
been

brought

into

By assuming the
schools they have

closer relations of sympathy

and displays no small amount of vanity and ego-

tism on this account.
He denounces prohibition
|. as a failure in all his meetings, but will not allow anythingto be said on the other side.
He

says that the prohibitory question is not to be
brought into -his meétings, but if he did not
bring it in nobody else would. Not a few of ur
rumsellers

and

tipplers

rejoice

is down on the prohibitionists,
time,

n

Congress

has

two

that the Doctor

and just at this
important

bills

it, which if pussed would aid the cause
and personal interest in the work .and in those before
engaged in it. . .
Our mission treasuries here and in the territories materially, it is to be
are

all under great obligations to these woman’s

boards. The additional income to the Treasury
of the American Board from this source was
most timely. The rebeipts from its two auxiliaries amounted,in 1878,to nearly $50,000. For the
present year they have assumed the support of
70 women froin this country, 58 .Bible women
and native teachers, over 50 village schools, and

20 seminaries;
‘Woman's

Board

In some
of the

states atthe West, the
Tuterior, received more

regretted that anything. is-done to weaken this’
legal phase of the movement,
:
OUR DISTRICT INVESTIGATION,
- The examination is going

forward,

but

noth-

ing Which establishes anything like the alleged .
frauds is, yet produced. Investigations rarely
amount to much, and this now in progress’
bids fair to take its place among others which

have turned out to be farces in the end.
fh
.
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ward symbols runs inevitably to the wor-

*+* Sabbath School Lesson,—April 5.
J.

BY PROF,

NoNs

AND

QUESTIONS

THE, TEN COMMANDMENTS.

'T

in our physical,

EXODUS 20: 1-17.

GOLDEN TEXT :— Thou shalt love the Lord
thy God with all thy heant, and with all
thy soul, ‘and with all thy
thyself.
(1 «

w

Milk

NOTES

strength, and

; and thy neighboras

all thy mind

with

lost from sight, and man, by

is thus

this worship, is degraded, I can not endure
idolatry. It robs me of my grandeur, it
takes away my excellence, The effects of
obedience and of disobedience. to this law
are transmitted to future generations. As

HOWE,

A.

;

char-

ship of the symbols, and my glorious
acter

:

parents affect their: children and give to]
them the good or evil consequences of their.
lives. God holds each person responsible
for his conduct, but the father educates and
Hence

influences the conduct of’ his child.

when one is corrupt’ imd hates God, the
other easily followsin Lis steps ; and on the
in: the

rigiteousness

and

contrary, virtue

AND HINTS.

nature,

moral

our

in

so

parent; by the same law, hasten to appear
in the child. To ** visit iniquity” is to punThe ten commandments, called, in the ish it. To ** show mercy unto thousands”
original, *“the ten words,” are alse men- | means unto the ‘thousandth generation.
tioned in the Scriptures as ‘ the covenant,” | Notice the contrast.
Evil follows the de-

¢* the testimony,”

* the tables

of the

cov-

enant,” *‘ the tables of the testimony.”
, We often speak of them as *‘the decalogue,”
a term denoting *¢ the ten words.”

sinners

of

scendants

the ** third

unto

or

fourth,” but goodness the children of the
obedient unto the *‘thousandth gogifation
Abraham isa good illustration of the latter

They were written on two tables of stoie, statement.
:
consequently “were divided into two parts,
7. The third commandment forbids profbut just where the line of division was | anation of the name of Gad, either by false
drawn is, a matter of controversy. The swearing in his name, or by a trifling use

€atholicschurch, sensitive, to the language | op ji in speech.
forbidding image

days

the command

by most

is that taken

| modern scholars and suggested by the

par5: 83—

_against covetousness into two parts, and apbrase of Christ upon it (Matt.
“made out of the tirst two injunctions one | 37), which refers it to false swearing rather
commandment. - . For their treatment of | than'to common profanity.
Both meanings
the tenth commandment they find a slight | nay, however, be included, as they are alwarrant in the book of Denteronomy,which
most inseparably connected in practical life.
varies,in its language from the statement God will not hold the perjurer who invokes:
of this, as well as of other eommands as, +| God as a witness to his lie, nor the man
given in Exodus.
For joining the first whose lips make light of the sacred titles
two commandments together they have no of Jehovah, as ¢¢ guiltless.” This is a negauthorie®.
:
ative way of saying God will consider him
The most natural division of the law was as a guilty man, and implies that for his

iifticated by our Lord,

and

is that which || guilt God

community.

our Lord

Jesus Chnst.

** Hereinis love,

be more

impressed by the voice of Jeho-

our sips.” The whole duty of mau is done,
the eommandments of God are. kept, when

.

xb

“we love Jesus...

- Communications.
J

ET

—

vah, their Deliverer, than by the voice of
Jehovah, the Creator.
Besides, the law
. was of the nature of a covenant between

their God who chose them to be his people,
and themselves.

A new

motive for

obey-

a

ing the law” will be found in this fact.
"Thus, too, the decalogue is made one of the
beneficent fruits of their calling, and becomes inseparably connected with their history. This does not imply thal the com* mands are not of universal obligation.
God has here spoken words that only need
to be heard to be recognized by every man
as his rule of duty.
:
al
3. The first commandment forbids worship of but one

God.

The

fuller

render-

ing of it is,** Thou shalt have no other gods
before my face,” that is, in my sight, or
besides me. The reason of this comm:nd

is,

This precept

is, there is but one God.

in spirit, violated whenever supreme affection is bestowed on any other than God.
Hence, the first command

‘is,

in

“lands, frequently transgressed. .

Christian

If we love
“oF

a“

~

on the Sabbath. When

it is said * God

blessed the Sabbath day and hallowed it,”
the meaning is that he has pronounced it
a consecrated

or

holy day,!and the impli-

cation is that those who observe it shall be
blessed by the day.
12. The fifth cominandment

enjoins re-

spect for parents and

states one pf ‘the glad

results that reward

filial obedience.”

foundation

The

for ye. as for each other com-

mand of the

ten,Jis

deep

in

our—-natures,

The New Testament modification of this law
is implied here, that parents require things
not hostile to God.
“ Children, obey your
parents in the Lord,” is the will of Ged.
The motive for obedience to parents is philosophically

given.

The

primary

refer-

ence is to permanent occupancy of Canaan,

but the principle that filial respect tends to

sists of three parts: —one forbidding they
the second the use,of images,
manufacture,
the third assigning a motive for obeying
this law. Graven images were carved out

and obedience to lawful authority in the
state, and to God himself, is an inseparable

of idols.

The

tendency

in view

of their

of the

education

in

Israelites,
Egypt, and

tioned.

Between

obedience

to

parents

connection. When the fermer prevails, so
will the latter, but When authority and

character in parents is despised by children,
the natjpo tends to anarchy and to ruin.
18—17. The next five commandmerits
forbidding, the sixth, murder, the seventh,
adultery, tue eighth, theft, the ninth, false
evidence against a neighbor, the" tenth,
coveting, are of a vature that need little

of the prevalent customs of the most powerful nations, was strongly in favor of idolatry. Hence God, when revealing hiniself

comment

to them, allowed them to see

remember, however, that Jesus taught that

‘‘ no

manner

ated thing was'not intended to forbid sculpture and painting, as means

of culture;

for

even the robes of the high priest, and the
tabernacle, built after a divine pattern, were

adorned, the one with the likeness of fruits
and flowers, the other with figures of the
cherubim.

The temple too was ornamented

to an extent with works of art. Besides,
there is no fundamental reason for. prohibiting these arts, and many reasons for not
' prohibiting them,
The command requires
us to worship God as invisible, and forbids

“the use.@f any outward representation or
symbol

and

To

of him,

to serve

custom

tends

bow

before

or ‘pay homage

symbols of God,
se

thy gates,” is a person who has permanently joined himself to the Israelites. The latter sentence does net denote simply a lodgeror traveler accidentally present withthem'

the perpetuity of a people gan not be ques-

of similitude.” Deu. 4:12, 15. The com“mand not to make any likeness of any cre-

ARR

bor; and of * the stranger that is within

not God above all else we are idolaters.
4, 5,6. The second commandnient con-

_ of wood and stone; molten images were
* finished with the tools of the engraver.
Hence, the. prohibition covers both kinds

SL

of Sabbath is rest after la-

is” forbidden

to introduce

images;

to them, as

because the
various gods,

to mislead the mind, and to make
its conceptionsof God.” No image

gross
could

‘show forth the glory of the invisible God
who is to be worshiped, not for his outward

form, but because of his holy atigibutes and

“character. Tt is evident that the reason for
this Jaw is sufficient to condemn the prac-

‘tices of the Roman and the Greek church-

es, By their relics, crosses, images, paintings of saints, the virgin Mary, angels,
Jesus and even of God himself, they have

to be understood.

the external

We need to

act was unnecessary to a vio-

lation of these precepts.
They
broken in the heart, and practically
offense against these laws begins
heart before breaking forth into open

to to be true

With this

accession,

we

hope

something may be ‘done to teach the women
and girls who show a disposition to learn.
Paul Bearer and ‘wife are wholly untutored
people, but they are warm-hearted, generTheir+
ous and zealous to extend the truth.
nejghbors ‘appear to have confidence in

hinath

Sing, who, though

rejoicing in

‘title of royalty, is scarcely
than

an

anything

the

more

Covelousness

d@es not consist in desiring

pense.
ae
i
Improvement springs from desiring what
others

may. or may not have, but what ave

have not.

In this there is yo sin.

ovdinary zemindar, or land-holder,

has ah impyrtant- bearing on quy work.
highneggfcalled

His

on us in the ‘tent on Sat-

urday, the 17th,and

although not very soci-

and labors in the vicinity will, I trust, have

Te

aps'a. church

to

duty,

for more

than

once,

the

‘neath the sense of.duty, shé led me back by

talking of God's goodness, of the sacrifice
and

able appeared on the whole to be friendly.
iends of Jesus, come to our help,and pray
His attendants (a rabble) were more or less the Lord of the harvest to send more
noisy and boisterous. hey had scarcely laborers into this vast harvest-field.
left us, when it became evident that our ;
J. PHILLIPS.
people had become not a little alarmed. + Camp, Babae's Gaden, Jan. 26, g87#.

Raja’s

people on

the new

e¢onverts, were

afloat. Barju Manda), one of the two brothers who had lately broken caste, begged to
have Madhu Das, the native preacher, go

‘andsleep

in his house. * Madhu

went, at

evening, but found that all had gone; or
were going, to fhe Raja's camp‘ina grove
néar at hand. Henee he returned to our

camp.

But early the next morning,

we

learned that the three men who had previously
broken caste by eating with the
Christians, had all resumed their matlas

‘(beads). This was sad news! But the Raja's

sist you there abeut your any business, and
I remain, Sir, your most obedient servant,
Rasa PriTHINATH SING, Maha Datha.

de for all, and.
none of
”

and staggered, be- these meetings suffer? ~~

afl powerful monarch
of Christ

‘respect, so that pro..

m

cruel, and I forgot the tender Father in”

may not. have

state one's duties specifically
their Be talent,
but can it not
Lon

the

glorious

suffering for his sake.

privilege

She

told

me

of
how

4

The fault is with individual members, ‘

Bul“still those who. are the most engaged
often are blamed for what the. negligent

do mot doiAS said before, each member

she had faltered and struggled in deciding ‘covepants to the support of the church and .

to thie maintenance of the cause of Christ,

and why should not the church exercise

itself in the form of government for the posi-

tion of its members

to

with particnlar regard

r engagedness fa public services,

mission’ work,

by « few?

&c.,or must

it all be done

The Young Men's

Christian

Association is made up from the churches,

and is a body united and active; And
shall look upon you, darling, as in a meas| every mission, Sabbath school and prayer

ure mine. Anything that I can do for youn ‘meeting under its auspices can be ably
shall be done; anything that I have that sustained, and each home church. prayer
you want is yours. This is worth all that meeting handsomely carried on by each
markets dre held within six or seven miles
I have suffered,to be able the better to help member acting well his and her part. “In
of this place almost every day in the week,
you,"
And
we
prayed together and union is strength,” and * there is that scatwhere good congregations can be had.
O/
thanked God that becauseof human sor- tereth and yet increaseth.”
row human sympathy,

is sweeter,

cause of Christ's temptations

is all-sufficient.

and

divine

'

be-

succor

.

Ti We Ga H.

One

ty

Command

Violated,

—
!
She looked upon me us doing her work.
| How unworthy of her
] mantle ! And she
‘“ For whosoever shall keep the
ole
| has gone who did so much for me,. and I law, and yet offend. in one point, vy
a 8 could repay nothing.
Yet this I know, that guiltfof all.” James 2:10.
One Sleeps.
my leavghg
her. for God
was a greater
In the preceding verses, respect of pera —
Rast evening the Star of Dec, 17 came, | satisfaction than my presence could have sons, in préferring the rich and despising
bringing
to me the sad, sad intelligence | been Just as I Began to tread: thé soil of the poor, is condemned and shown to be
that Miss Laura Rowe has passed away. \long crushed India, she entered the golden a violation of the second table of the com| She was more tome than any woman but gate and walked:the streets all glorious. mandments, the last six, which, summed
my mother.. Now she has gore, and 'I, O you in my own land that knew and pray- up, embrace this idea, * Thou shalt love
so far away, could grant no desire, could ed for her, remember those who ave try- thy neighbor as thyself.” When this second
say no grateful word of love and cheer, ing todo the work she loved, and plead table is violated, itis quite manifest, the
could hear none of the blessed words that earnestly with God that I may not beteay first table is also,—the first four, which,
When you think of/summed up, embrace the idea of love to
fell from her dying lips. So one by one the trust she gave.
my heart’s loved ones will sleep, and oth- her, pray to the Lord of the harvest to God.” « It one love fot his brother whom
ers will close their eyes and. f6ld their raise up laborers who shall be content he hath seen, how can he love God whom
hands, tired with earnest toil, and lay them with what the Lord gives thém to do, who he hath not seen?”
Such, then, is the glose connection between :
:
down’ to rest... But ‘“he doeth all things shall do that as to the Lord.
She sweetly sleeps. I bave as yet heard the commands of God, that, if one is viowell,”’ and we-shall bessatisfied when we
awake in his likeness.
| no particulars of her death,but what need of lated, others, in effect, or in fact, are vioNot alone because of what she was to evidencés more than this P—she knew how lated likewise,
to live,
With God's constant aid she has| The Jews taught thas, Bxabrlg are
me £but becanse of whut she wastoall asa
Christian teacher, I wish to say a word. earned that most beautiful epitaph, . “‘she given by them, showing how one great
crime, in the violation of oye commaindAnd I wish all; who deem a woman's sphere i| hath dove what she could.”
ment, is a violgtion of all.
| of usefulness too narrow, might know what
Lssie CiLLEY.
The truth in its simplicity, however, is,
she. who demanded nothing "received and
he who has committed one transgression, .
gave,
The Disciples of Christ.
has resisted and thrown off the Divine
I knew her first personally. at Hillsdale
a
—
The penalty of the law is out
College.
Both
having
been
born “and | The Disciples of Christ,as a distin t#ody, authority.
against
him.
* The soul that sinneth it shall
reared in the same county, Tonia, Mich., I differ in some respects from all other religknew before of her as a woman who by | ious seets. While all Protestants assert die.” He has broken at least one link in
the chain. It no longer binds. He is liaher own exertions received rare cnlture, |
that the ‘Bible alone is a sufficient rule
and consecrated all her talents, natural and | of faith and practice,” and the fundamental
acquired,to God.
In Hillsdale College she | principle of Protestantism, still, in practice,

was our Prineipal, and with her that meant | many deny it; for we

that sha was accountable for our education |

ards

not of head‘only but of heart and
She lived for us, and we knew it.

exalted,

equal

find

in

human

stand-

authority,

to that

soul. | of the Bible. This departure from original
Our | Christianity, the Disciples say, is wrong,
every mistake. grieved. met angered Her, and have; therefore, “endeavored
(o' return:
and ouf every improvement came to her | to the broad platform of true Protestant-

as one

more’ of the

many

blessings

ble to break other commands.

Hg may all.

One sin does not usually stand alone. But
if other precepts of the law are not violated,
he can not plead excuse, because he has
kept some,

If one is a thief, it avails noth-

ing that he is nota liar. If one isa murderer he can not escape the penalty.
of ihe. |

law, because he is not'an adulterer.
Great sacredness

Gods

should

be felt towards

by the early
in showered upon her. Every girl added to | , to the ground occupied
the law of God. It is perfect. Violate
possession of nis estate, having been edu- the institution was an added weight to her | Christians. They proposed not to mend it, and misery and ruin ensue.
But,
and reform the present creeds, but to recated in Calcutta and learned a little Engmind. We could confide everything to| turn to the church and creed of Christ and * blessed. are they who do his - command.
lish. His predecessors are reputed to have her and be sure of the (enderest sym- |
ments. They shall have right to the tree
:
[his Apostles. They consequently - discard

The young Raja has but lately come

been

a cmigl, bloody set of men,

and

nen

who were with his father ave still af court.
Thus, while the raja himsélf maybe friendly or at. least indifferent, {the people about
him have it in their power to vexand oppress, yes ruin the weak’ and defenseless
tenants,
and
when
religious = hatred
comes to be superadded, as in the case
of native Christians, their power for doing

harm is not small, even ‘while living under
the shadow of British law. On the other
hand, the natives are so weak

and cow ard-

pathy, the nicest regard to our feeliagse,y Ror,
and bow
ns ns 1 of faith
]
yet the truest words of counsel and the rest upon. mere human authority.

most

faithful words

of reprcof.

but they have

Hindu

nor

been “hoping

Christian,

for re-instate-

ment in caste.
A wedding in the village last week, which
called together the

Hindu Sanhedrim, seems

likely to bave an important

bearing on this

was, of course, but a re-affirming of the law
of the land. But in an out of the way place

precious for his estimating. God knows,and

forth stronger

pared for bis work.

She Kept a list of the

been

calling

my words.” John 14:23.

:

:

H. MURRAY.
,

ror

Church

F

Sn

—

fort and ease, to’the demand of conscience.

Temperance,

so

long

held

in

check,

has through them begun to raise its voice
and cry out against the demon of the
still. Shall we let it be said that onc
‘voiceis silent, that we have no inlerestyin

stopping a traffic that claims its vietims

amonioar noblestiand best? Shall we by

;

Government.

silence give countenance to this death‘| dealing foe ?
I do not ask that you go out, in the
- Each individual uniting 'with the church
is supposed to indofse its creed and agree streets and lift ‘up’ your voices, but I do
to all

its

ordifiances,

&c.

They

commit

themselves not only
to its care and protegtion, but *also to its discipline. They subséribe to its rules, and covenant to sustain
its interests. Although each one may work
according to his or her

several

and" mission

ability, tal-

ask

that you give

prayer, to the
together for that
do go out may be
work, that your
special

your" hearts

to “earnest

assembling of yourselves
purpose, that- those who
made successful ‘in their
closets be the place of

pleading,

that the” Lord

may

be

few.

Here

with

a prayer

crossed

from’ the list.

At Miss Rowe's suggestion, each Christian
lady prayed and labored: for some special
one, and who of us can agdin dopbt the
efficacy of prayer? For the few who lin-.
gex yet outside, sisters, let us continue to
pray.
J
,

are told she urged them”

(those recently

the ladies of the college

and plead for it.

by a must not say peace, for there is no peace’
for in- when our best and dearest ave being torn

work seemsto be done

stance,

was

gladly would have filled?” The writer has
well said. She did ‘lay the work before

Our friends here have long

being a commandment, is as essential to
salvation as any
other
commandment.
Hence he who. knowingly refuses this commandment refuses to love Christ, for Christ
has said, *“ If a man love me he will keep

ladies’ names, and as one by one was led to certain
God,her name

one hand, and, on
weak and he

the other, re-assure the
remains (osbe seen.

city.”
Raymond, N. H.

ent and position, yet in every church the with them on the right hand, and on the
the prayer meetings left, and give “victory to their labor.” We
inthe Lord and better pre- labor, of sustaining

will tend to restrain the rapacious: on the

How far this

of life, and enter through the gates into the

=

gone to India) *“to give themselves to the
work, and who knows, but some one may
have been influenced to take the place she

like this,it was quite necessary.

They

Our in-| contend that faith in Christ and a thorough |

when he makes up his jewels we shall
ly and ignorant of their rights, that it is kpow how 1aany shine pure and bright behard indeed for them to put themselves on cause polished by her hand.
the defensive, and demand justice.
And
How she prayed for us! Bat that was"not
just-here comes the trouble. While the peoenough to her,—she prayed with us. And
ple all about here appear to have had their
she led us to pray for and with each
confidence in Hinduism shaken, and their
other. -Many an altar was erected in
inquiries very much awakened, and many
those little college rooms by her sugges
of them have, at times, believed themselves
tion} and her suggestions were made in
ready to become Christians, still this fearsuch.a quiet way that we often thought we
ful social scourge stares them -in the face,
did of our own aecord things that originuted
and they shrink from the awful ordeal.
in ber own active mind. . Hers was a quiet,
Two men had previously come to this
never ceasing effort for the “salvation ‘of
- point and finally resolved to break away,
souls, and in the great revival the large
and so, went and ate with the Christians,
proportion of young ladies saved testified
but afterwards their hearts fuiled them and
fo her deeply laid plans and prevailing
they drew back. Hence, there are- now
power‘inprayér.
From the little prayerfive men here, heads of families,
just in this
meeting in, her’ pleasant room we went
predicament, neither

v
which

terests were hers. It was no pretence,as is repentance of past sins are tdught by the |
" Work for Women.
Yometimes the case, but her noble soul took ** One Book ” as pre-requisites to baptism. |
us all in and would gladly have laid: us all See Mark 16:16, and Acts 2:38. Being un-|
I wish to say a few words to the mothat Jesus’ feet, pure, refined, thoroughly edable to find where God makes any distin |
ucated women, whollyconsecrated to bis tion in his commandments, as to impo. ers, wives and daughters “who read this
;
x
work, What she did toward this, man can tance, they necessarily conclude that baptism, paper.
Our
western
sisters
are
sacrificing
comnever calculate, for there ‘be things too

is a church,
meeting

Sabbath

from our firesides, and madé a thing to

miorning,—wmote the ones who are there,
Nextgo into the Sabbath schobtl,—who

dread and loathe,
But ‘the arm of the Lord

are the

deaf that he can not hear,” and ‘“The’ %erveut, effectual prayer of the righteous ava.
eth much.”
2
s
~ Let not any one say, ‘Jt is_so little I ean

teachers

and

the larger classes?

the

earnest

At 6 o'clock

ones in

is prayer

meeting for young people,—see,. the same
ones, and now the regular prayer meeting

in the evening.
And

they

There is the faithful band.

have heard

the preaching,

and in the-meeting tell what

too,

impressions

ened that’ he can not save, nor hiv ear

do.”

Are we not

if we ‘‘haye faith

to

seed" that we shall

grain of mustard

as a

Paul said he could “do all things Christ

And that power. is as

strengthening him.”

sion

not told that no draukard

Almost . invariably

;

be able to mave mountains?

have been made on them. Bat you do not
see some there that you sawin the day.
Why? They have gone over the bridge!
to a prayer meeting connegted with n mis-

Sabbath-schoel.

;
;
is nov.ghort-

great to-day, and as freely : bestow.
so” filled

Oh, for a heary

then.

wif

as

the

desire to save souls, that every thought of
our heutts shall be a prayer; for, are we

shall inherit the

you will gee the same. ones in. alY these kingdom of heaven ? And can we, shall o
places, whoever
in there,

else may
:

or may

we, sit at our ease while so many are
not be going
the broad road that leads to death?
:
“Where two or three are gathered together”

We once knew of a church in which
some; zealous souls had united with mem-

bers from other churches in the establishment of a mission 8. 8., “in - connection
with which prayer meetings were held
Sabbath evenings.

the Saviour has promised to. be in the
midst as a ep, and can we doubt his
helping = inthis work, wien a'word gpok«
en for the Master may save
a soul ?
If you had a dear one sick, would not
you besiege the throne of
e night

Some half dozen from | and'day ; and are not these souls

this church, who were in their Jot and place | unto death ?

;

7

sick even
Wie

O my sisters, to-day, is’ all we have
She did give us the precious example of in the church meetings, attended those just given
us, and the Tempter stands at the,
out of the city on Sabbath evenings. Sab-

Itis sin for a school, and a Christian school seems
very desirable. One had therefore been re- a woman who amid overwhelming. cares
solved on, and arrangements for a house al- never forgot those gone to labor far away,
Remember the wide scope of these com- ready made before the panic, Numbers, and never forgot fo pray for them and acmands. They embrace, according to our whé were then réady to help, now drew company those prayers: with money for
Lord, every principle of duty to God, and back, and it seemed for a while uncertain their work. God leads us in his way, and

only when we desire to have, at the loss er
prejudice of another, what ie now enjoys.

y

done good! But the work needs to be followed up. The district is populous. Large

can be
every nftter. The Brahmins, we are told, have
in the decided that these men who have eaten with
crime. | Christians ean not be received back again
Hence, ‘* Keep thy heart with all diligence, into caste, and here the matter. rests just
for out of it are the issues of life.” “There now. An appeal may be taken to’a larger
In_the class-room her teachings were
is some truth in the statement that the council, but this is not likely, to change the remarkably- clear and thorough, and she
ee
sixth, seventh, and eighth’ forbid us 10 ins decision. oe iTHY
performed her appointed tasks with genThe minds of the people have become eeral* satisfaction. But the worth of her
jure, in deed, our neighbor; 4he ninth, in
word, and the tenth, in’ thomeht; but the’ more calm and assured. The Raja’s dmla example lies in the fact- that’ she , went
spirit of each mE
or expressed called on us®the next day, matters were deeper than a teacher's required routine.
of Christ, when he says, ¢“ Love thy neigh-‘ freely discussed, and the order passed that
In Foreign Missions she was especially
bor as thyself.” Love is of the heart, and so far as labor and rights of the village interested,
and as was stated in the ‘Star,
fulfills the law. No outward deed, no word ~washerman and barber are concérned no gave herself to the work. = But it was not
of the tips witt “atlowed by one who in person should be allowed to suffer on ac- hers to do, for the ‘bodily strength was not
heart loves fog
to injure him, count of a’ change of ‘his religion.
This given to her. The Star writer says, ‘we
for yourself equal or superior blessings to
those given your neighbor, but consists in
desiring to have his blessings, at his ex-

yi

m—

them.
Aided by the school-master, ‘and a the same question, how - she ‘had proven
monthly visit or so, from a native preacher, | the promise true, *‘as thy day so shall thy
I can but hope the good work now well be- strength be,” how Christ was doubly pre>. Phe Situatiot
;
™
{| gun here will advance and spread. Madhu «cious because of every thing abandoned
At the close of my letter, a week ago, Das has been with us and labored « here. for his sake, and how when that work: béaffairs seemedin a somewhat critical state Indeed, his efforts are earnest and unwea- came impossible to her she tried. to work
at, home.
here. Changes have sinée occurred,
and I ried. Oh, that we had more live men to itin- the harder in the whitened fields
“But
Libbie”,
she
said,
‘‘now
that
you are
now present a few facts illustrative of the erate and preach the gospel *through1
situation.
The influence of the Raja, ' Prit- out this region!
Our visit of three weeks going to India I seem to feel at rest,

That this Jaw does not forbid

The meaning

T

’

A choo! for girls was also and loved ones for stranger faces Hadit

one of the newly baptized, is expecting

and sent his Son to be the propitiation of napore.

will judge him. Josh. 9:19, 20;

Mal. 8:5.

y

us, obtain a wife from the girl's home in Mid-, when God's providences seemed to
not that we loved God but that heloved

people were still all about, and everybody
looked crestfallen. Those who before had
to God, into one table, and the other six re- | the use of oath§ in our courts. of justice is opened their minds to.ys freely now sud-|
lating to our duties to man in the second obvious; for it wequires truth from those denly became very retic
table. This is the mode of division ap- who take an oath. The prophets have said,
On Monday, we attended
the large marproved by the most ancient authorities, and ¢* Thou shalt swear in truth, in judgment, ket at Kaltikari, where his highness resides,
suggested by the Scriptures. Ro. 13: 9. and in righteousness,” and also it is writ- having engaged to call on him. Butnot
Luke 10:27.
ten that, when God *‘ could swear by no finding him at home, we attended to our
1. * And God spake all these words.” greater, he swear by himself.” At his trial usual work at the market, the natives hearFor a graphic account of this speaking, see Jesus was put under oath, so that we are ing well,and accépting and even purchasing
Deut. 5:22. The object of this statement justified by example as well as by reason of a good number of books.
evidently is to give weight to the comWishing to remove the terror that per-|
the thing, in believing the lawfulness of
mands that follow and to secure reverence
{1 vaded all classes, and bring matters to a faoaths in courts.
tor them.
’
>
.8—11. The fourthresmmandment requires vorable issiie, [ addressed a friendly note to
THE PREFACE TO THE LAW.
the Raja, early on Tuesday, and at evening
an observance of the Sabbath, and assigns,
received the following reply:
4
as
a
reason
for
it,
that
the
day
belongs
to
2. “I am the Lord thy God which brought
“ THE GARD KArTIKARI.
20—1—'74.
thee out of the land of Egypt.” The au- God, that God rested from creation on the
¢“ Sir:—1 have the honor to receive your
thor of the commandments is declared to seventh day, and that he has blessed and
letter on account of coolies who are wanted
hallowed
it.
In
Deut.
5:12,
15,
the
reason
be Jehovah.
He is said to have brought
to work your school-house business, with
forth the Israelites from Egypt, rather rot given the Israelites for an observance of Christians'but I see no harm for them to
this day is, that the God of their deliver- work by.any person as he may be Christian
‘to have created the heavens and the eart
or some other else. Therefore, I send now
. because to the Israelites the commands | ance commanded it. Why God commandyou
my one amla, (court-afficer)
who will ased
it
is
stated
here
in
Exodus.
were primarily addressed, and they would
groups the tirst four, as teaching our duties

.

Sie,

and the Old Covenant, but above all,in strongly urged before the fright. * Naran, not been for her I might have been too weak

The most consistent view | Vague rumors of a might attack, by the

| ,0 pie 0ommand
worship, has,’ since the

of Augustine, divided

NCE

out- -God is revealed to us, it is true, in ngh

here is. this :—sinee worship of me by

DepYepartment.

Me

1, 1874.

cornerof every street, to lure our sons

and.

bath evenings the vestry was always full, brothers to worse than mortal death; our
and
most always some strangers were in brave.qnd gifted ones’ have yieldedto its
|
who

would ‘take a part

in the meeting:

But notwithstanding the numbers, for a
~ sought to aid devotion, and with a success to man. These
while the ‘pastor felt that the meetings
in
his
infinite
kindness
he
permitted
me
to
cepts must bé kept by whether coolies could be had to do the
that proves the wisdom of the second, com- loving God, by loving nian. They are be- work. Hence, one item in the corréspond- know and love her, ‘and through. her to ‘dragged heavily, Now, let us mike al-|
‘mandment, and warns us against the con- yond the reach of any piety not flowing ence with the Raja... The house is now ina know him the better and the better to lowance for all whom duty- detains, from
out of supreme love to God, and that Jove good stateof forwardness, and next week a love his work. Those were dark .days.in whatever cause, and ean it be possible that
sequenges of forgebting it.
as
we find by studying deeply the manifgsta- young brother by the name of Phalkira is ‘the Springof seventy-three, in which T'was ‘a church with over three hundred memor,
God,”
jealous
a
am
God gays, “I
bers can not sustain a.prayer meeting ands
iti another place, ** My glory will I not tions of (od’s love to us. ** We love him to commence a school. We hope he ‘will degiding‘to leave home interests for a
épare six to’ go to 4 place >ndeding their
field
thousands
of
miles
away,
and
home
because
he
first
loved
us.”
The
lofe
of
be
also
something
of
a
missionary
in
the
give-to another.” The connecting link
te)

power, until intellect has ‘been destroyed
and the glory of manhood has groveled in
the dust. And their very blood crieth out

for helpto save those ‘who are following
after.

Are not we our brother's

keepér

in

Ti
“itl
the sight of God?
How
shall
we
answer
to
him
who
is
our
|,
leader, if we neglect this great duty?

Let us do the liftle we can witlr all
wills, believing that God is a hearer

rewarder of prayer.
’

:
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. Prayer,
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be preached

least,

Need dréw

to crowded houses,

| time came to build anew.

more

|but for Christ's sake—outof

genuine love

Then

the | a mystery to you how to receive
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Ais

a

vain,
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Christ; | Do not be afraidof the Bible,

Mr. Talwage | receiving £ one
oné such
little
s
tu child in his name,ey | Umphs are certain,

The owls may

vit
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i

paper to our

es
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sunshine
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|
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‘believed : in free pos
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y feelalready
with received
surprise and
joy your notwithstanding.
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: h, | not inferior
f
“m7 Tbelief by his action; he relinquished
his | you
have
him in
may
in richness and merit. It is|
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was
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and. die
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to seekit may
Mr.
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months
|| for
them,who Socame
doing,
no longer
be
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strength,For andfifteen
than went."
{strongly
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free gospel for his ‘support, and has lived | ~ We do not say that this is the only or | pace that never ceases;

and if it ever rev,
These {AITOMOS Ale Yon AIRS | mistory,
:
single, 1.30 °
1.40 ]
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The | But-it is a practical way, it is a way-easily | t glory than its advance. . This book, in|
"00 gm sond them only ii Abeir ‘plain|
do
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Straighten myself by thy right ie again.

ways suceeds, whatever its methods.

My well is bitter; cast therein the tree,

imitating his effective but, sometimes doubt-

ats, it is to cover its vetr

way of receiving “Christ.

the chief

faith al- | even

spirit of

by it ever since. . This

Oh, come, warm sun, and ripen
my late fruits; | young preacher who aspires alter Mr, Tal- | understood it is prosaic, unmetaphorical | épired by the’ Spiritof God, climbs
steep
2
or)s5es broad ives, k is ound form,
hills
Weekly.
mage’s success, must seek forit, not by | Christianity. Try it.— Christian
Pierce,genial showers,down to my parched roots. '
i

bul by imbibing his spirit of
ful rhetoric,
be. "| | personal
That sweet henceforth its brackish
a wxves mag
;
consecration and. personal self-|
. Say, what is prayer, when it is prayer indeed?
| igice
:
4
Eo
Living

The man is praying who doth press with might
Out of is darkness into God’s own light.

we
\
White heat the'iron
in the firnace
won,
iid% 0
SNOR
Flowers, from their stalk divided,

Cut off, leaves soon a parched and dusty bed.

| SOMO
ine,

dil

wait,

gs

21 jud

They

gain him

and warm friends

strong

ing us a few

admirers

and also stir up against

him very decided amtagonisms.

Afler giv-

biographical - facts,

make him at the present “Mme
years of age,

and

show

that

which

forty-two
he is in the

. pighteenth year of his ministry, the writer

Jproceeds thus:
Our first

knowledge

of

ago,

years

twenty

was

Mr. Talmage

when

classthates fn college together.

we

Age

were

has

fe looked then very
told on him.
much as he looks now from the first page
of this paper on the reader. He is nota
handsome man. He is not characteristi-

. not

cally a graceful man.

He is long-limbed

and loosely put together. But he is a man
of wonderful magnetism,—whatever - that
may be. He draws,not merely as an orator,
but as a man.

Pa

whose
and

Men

tastes are

whose

when they
personally

like him;

even

those

shocked by his methods,

judgment dissents

from

personally
attracted

them,

know him, and are
to him. He
was
though there
“a fair scholar in college,
were others who stood higher in schol‘arship, But in our Literary Society, a
truer guage of mavhood than the professor’s marks, he was the most popular

man of his college generation.

The battles

of the Secret Society men ran high in those
days.
We Anti-Secret men banded
together and elected him
resident, to the great

disgust of Psi Upsilons and Delta
He

Ha

never

read

an

essay or

Phis.

delivered an

addr ess that was not listened to with rapt
atten tion. Sometimes his imagination ran
away with his judgment. But he has
harnessed and tramea 1 aud wade it dd
service since then.
x
He is a man of intense vitality. He is a
man of inténse convictions. He keeps in

his house, or adjoining it, a private gymna-

sium, where he runs, and climbs, and
, jumps, and pounds himself, and lifts and

drops weights, and tosses heavy dumb-bells
to and fro with a vigor which appalled us
when he introduced us to this subordinate
sanctum of his not long since. Thus he
. keeps
up a vigorous digestion, a plentiful
circulation of good blood, and that “peculiar
quality of semi-animal power which generally characterizes the great
popular
orator. This vitality is so superabundant
that he easily supplies others with lifé. He
comes

into a room like a fresh breeze from

expect

thata dull

the sea, and all the company feel the power of his. presence. We never attended
one of his prayer meetings ; but we should
one,’a

blue

one, a‘con-

ventional one, wouid be impossible,
Wise
it might not be; dead it could not be.
In theology he is aCalvinistic, more

thorggbly Calvinistic than most avowedly
tic divines. ‘We d6 not imagine

Calvin

that the rationalism of the age disturbs
him much.
He. believes in the gospel, and
in the old time _force oft the
spel, with
all his heart, and preaches it.
His imagination is sensuous and vivid. -He sees the

external yeality of things, and paints them
with wonderful nl pictorial power.
He appeals to men: through their imagination,
and through the physica! aspects of

imagi-

‘nation. In charaoler as a preacher jhe is
the antipodes of Robertson. In the strength
and vehemence of his convictions, and in
the color of his theology,he resembles Spurgeon ; but he is not the least like the great
English preacherin the style ot his uddfess.
The Englishman isa pulpit conversationalist; the American is a rhetorician.
His
language is often declamatory,his eloquence
sensational.
:
We dp not. hesitate to say, nor will one
whom Ng love and honor misapprehend
our statement, that Mr. Talmage’s methods

are not a)ways to our taste,

never thought that
ion from the Lord

But we bave

taste had any commisto sit in ju glyent on

We pulpit. The ways of Dr, Lyman
Beech‘e¥ were not to the taste of cultivated Bos.
#0n; nor the ways of Whitefield to the

cultivated ‘Sadducees and Pharisees. The
chief question to be asked of any prophet
or preacher is this: Is he saving sinners
and building up Christians? While the
flames are burning and the. engine is playnot stopto discuss the orna-

ments on the machinery or the dress and ac-

coutrements of the firemen.

And

ing
of the home
eling. - And he

paints pictures, and carves various creations.
ving, as he does by faith, and
not

ond

y

Bight,

his

imagining,

his

or Remain
0
iis. idealizing, his holy
revery, is filling the
great empty heavens

in

single, 0

; J)

2

dozen, 2.40

Brookifh.

That in Brooklyn was poor; it was’ on the
eve of dissolution ; it possessed but nineteen male;members ; its need was greatest,

and

at length
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|
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has brought them
through the wilderness
to that Nebo on jts border; let them stand
there and lodk-awhile on- the goodly land
heyond, ‘and then yield up the soul into the
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when he is angry. If be has charged you
with anything, you had better Jook it up.
Anger is a blow that will shoot sometimes
where another feeling will not.— Beecher,
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. We pave also

we
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sympathy and love? How else chall we'
gain the heart of those whose knowledge of
our religion is so often gained only from
our cold and formal expressiéns of it? It
is, moreover, largely by the exercise of this
friendly and sympathizing spirit that the
church keeps.up its life. Thinking only "of
itself, of its elegant house, of . its’ eloquent
preacher, of ifs exquisite singing, of its
wealthy . membership, - what ‘service, such

i
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G. F: MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
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a

on
a All communications designed for publicati
on
snonld be addressed to the Editor, and all lettérs
business; remistances of money, &¢., should be ad
dressed to the Publisher.

to Subscribers.

v ‘Premiums

f

The

'| independence. Within a month or two,

Congregational Council.

these publishers will also issue a’ “work

The Council of Congregational churches,
the occasion for which, as well as the

priety

of the

council

itself, bas been

pro-

the

by

Dr. Hodge, meant to explode Darwinism,
and also, the volume of Lange's Commentary devoted to Revelation. These, with

other important works anndunced as forthcoming, give promise that certain depart
The attendance was large, and it well" rep- | ments of literature are to be really enriched.
resented the culture and character as well
wi
. Current Topics.
“as the spirit and polity of Congregational
——
ism. The council is composed of delegates >
Au
as the world needs, is it fitted to render ? chosen from all parts of the denomination| ial HARLES SUMNER'S SUCCESSOR,
Opportunities depend upon
the use we
this
writing
the
Massachusetts
Legislature
in the United States, the aim being to make
nmke-of them. Bayard Taylor's Lars was such a disposition of certain questions that has spent about five days balloting for,a
—— “Weary, not in hands and feet,
But tired of idly owning thew ”
'

’

in|

a part of its mission that it be Selioored

.

theme of so much discussion lately, met in
Brooklyn, N. Y., on Tuesday of last week,

keep “arising "to, perplex it, as shall henceforth make thém referable to denomination]

successorof Charles Sumner

in. the U. S

Senate, but without any practical result!

‘possession.

And it is the same in other denominations, Many of our exchanges this
week contain precious accounts of reviv als

——

The special Premiums offered for a lim
ited time to both old anil new subscribers

o>

oreatness lay if it was not in

this

constant

expression of friendliness ? They were humanity’s triumvirate, striking at human
wrong wherever they saw it exercised,
pitying and seeking to help whatever
.friendless, or afflicted, or suffering one that
came in their way.
“turn from decorated

The President could
aristocrats, who had

called to resell their distinguished compiiments, to redeve the por mother whose
. son was:condemned to be shot for an upin. tentional offense ; the Editor found his main

upation in seeking the reform of those
social abuses which especially affected the
weaker classes; and the distinguished Senator, whose prized compations were books
and

statoary and

cultured

associates, kept

ever turning from these to his brethren in
bonds, and died struggling for their complete social redem pion, Like Liszt, they
“were distinguished actors in distinguished
scenes, but

their

main

thought

was

ever

towards their less fortunate fellows.
All our lives would be better and
service ‘nobler

our

if they could be more graced

with the acts of a friendly spirit. - What
matters it that our effort is often too weak
to relieve the suffering that appears on
every hand? There may be sweeter music

in kind and helpful words than Liszt could
awake from his piano, and we can all'speak

those.

Real heart-kindness

will

always

find oppotunity.to exercise itself. It exists
in ‘our very neighborhoods, very often in
our homes, and always®in their condition |
whom it might almost seem that the Father
himself had left in cheerless galleries, with
no sweet

influence to

fall upon their lives.

:: Haman wretchedness, seemingly inevitable, is indeed deplorable. But what brighter contrast has it than these spontaneous
acts of human kindness?
But do we say that this friendly spirit is

almost alone, that selfishness rules the heart

of the world, and that the fountains

of hu-

man pity are very rare, and growing less?
Why? * May it not be because we are individually exercising the selfish spirit? - By
‘what right do we regard the suffering
“about us as some‘hing that our neighbor
ought to be relieving? Is'the sufferer less
my brother than he is my neighbor's, that I
should think this way? There is no special
call to this Service, or if there is it is addressed
to all alike, and they are the nolest who quickest hear and obey it,
This friendliness of spiritis the very essence of Christianity. When the Saviour
wished to impress upon bis followers the
~ blessed station to which he had called them,
he gaid, “I call’ you not servants, but

And why?

(riends.”

Becauge, all things

- which he had heard from the Father, he
‘made known unto them;’ Wonderful seryice of love, which at once constituted and
sealed Christ's friendship for the world!
. Can one be his follower and fail to exercise

spirit? “Has not the church this
~ divine message for the world, and is it not
en
Lis

He

«

same thing, the

Society uifder avhose

care

the worship is maintained? But we should
say that they had already paid a decently
fair tax in helping

and to sustain

both

worship

to build

after

the house

itis

built.

What is all money, expended in these char-

itable purposes, bat a certain kind of
ation on one’s.

property,

tax-

self-imposed, and

very cften at'a much too high rate ?
Does the community of ownership, and
theefore the comparatively small tax that
would fall on each individual, have any influence, suppose, with those who so strongly advocate this taxation?
Suppose the
great newspaper estabiishment,
for instance,
from which so many shot have Jately been
fired atthis tax-emption principle, was in
the same category, would the ‘editor begin
to clamor that it be taxed at once for the
general good ? Perhaps so. But we have

tained as admivistered in Congregational

churches, or disregarded ?

Fourth. Was the action of Plymouth
church, in relation to Mr. Tilton, in accord-

ance with the usage of C ongregational
churches, or contrary to it?
Fifth.

What is the duty, concerning Ply-

mouth chtrch, of the churches
council, especially in relation

calling

the

their

fel-

to

lowship with it?
Sixth, In view of the resolution of Ply-

work,

,- We can not see from a careful reading of
the article that the charges are at all substantiated.. They seem rather to conie frome
the pen of one who has strong prejudices
against our Catholic friends and is hardly
willing to allow them a fair chance. To
be sure, a prominent Catholic is allowed to

the day approached, but aside from the
assembly of several thousand sympathisers
with the disthronéd family at Chiselhursi,

and the congratulations offered, there was

with their Christian duties,

We will do all

that we can to'support them. As yet there
are but a few Freewill Baptists here, and

we have a hard steaggle to live.”

The church in Fond du Lac, Wis., was
in a very low, discouraged condition last

fall, having beef ‘for some time without
meetings,

when

the Home

Mission

sent

Rev.A. B. Taylor, of Mich,, to its assistance. ‘He commenced with a dozen or
two in the congregation, and had to work
by faith, By earnest labor he kas been
greatly blessed. In his last monthly report he gives
his average congregation at
80;

added

to

the church, 11;

number

of

sermons preached, 20; social meetings attended, 12; average in 8. 8., 62; collected
for’ H. M., $2.50. *A very good month's
work, we should-say, Since Bro. T. went
to F., 27 have been converted, and he
writes that the interest is increasing. We
have not the least doubt but for the aid of
the H. M., this church would soon have
become extinct. Other churches in this

Stade need aid, and Byo. T. must be helped
until the church can support him. If the
2,654 members of the Wis. Y. M. would
each give the small sum of twenty-five
cents a year for Home Mission pushases, it
would help the Society to do
nxfich more
for the cause in that State.
The following is an extract from a tetfe:
written by one of our most sacrificing ministers, a brother of good abilities and one,
that would receive a good salary in most
any of our churches, but for the sake of a
few, weak pioneer churches, he labors on
with them :—** What the churches will do
it is hard to tell. Times are hard. Ihave
only received $49.00 since last Sept. - Yours
relating to the H. M. appropriation is not
cheering. Something must be done, or I
shall be forcéd to seek labor elsewhere.
God knows that I love the cause here, and
would do anything in my power to keep it
up. “I greatly need some aid, Can't the”
H. M. help me to $100.00? I have received for the support of my family for six

{

years 8659.83, which is about $100.00 per
year.- You ask why I do this. I'answer, To
save our cause from utterly failing.

I have

toiled all ‘day and then sat up and studied
until midnight.

[It has

been work,

work,

and no one to help me. 1 would not ask
the H. M. to help me to a dollar if ¥ could
live_withont it ”

The

field where this brother labors in an

important one.

What do our churches say

to helping him ? Let your money to {he
Treasurewof the H. M. be the answer. Rev. R. Woodworth bas engaged - to
preach for the Congregational church in
Wheatland, Micb., the ensuing year,
Rew. J. W.Dangee, of Providence, R. I,
is laboring with the churches in Harper's

nothing to occasion remark. And yet it
seems from this that the spiritof the dead Ferry mission.
N
Emperor still haunts the Champs Elysees,
Rev. J. 8S. Manning has returned from
and that the Republic doesn’t feel itself his visit to Southern Ohio, and in a few
absolutely securé)so’ long as even this girl-| day§ will ‘return to his labors in the Cairo

portion of the Encyclopedia
ish Prince refgins alive.
Moreovgy, he mission.
especially with the subject of | expressed
to his congratulaters some ronlieving all other churches from respensibiliRev. J. C. Pger, of Wellington, O., hat
but all his work passes through
sense about a plebiscite, as though the
ty for ‘the doctrine, order and discipline of
moved to Hillsdale, and gone into the fur:
several Protestant editorial re- French
this
church,
and this church from all
people demanded it, ‘and he was
responsibility for those of other churches,” visers before going ‘to press, who would ready to submit to his eonntry’s patriotic niture business with his brother.
Rev.T. P. Taylor, of Conneaut, O., is
what is the duty, concerning that church,
hardly allow a too rose-colored tinge to be
of the churckes calling the council? Should put upon the subject. Besides, so far as will. Poor little martyr,
going to Alabama, as a missionary among
they take any action to release themselves we can learn, each of the leading denomithe churches organized by Bro. Manning.
Am ror HiLuspaLe.
from their mutually responsible connection
The: subscribers ot
Rev. E. R. Clarke, formerly pastor of the
nations
mentioned
in
the
work
has
the
with it, and if so, what?
| the Star will generally receive, the presént
church in New Haven, Mich., ‘has united
Sev enth, Have the churches callihg “this sume privilege of revision that is given the week, from the Faculty of
Hillsdale Col- with ‘the C. Baptist church in Cortinna,
eounctl acted properly in so doing?
Catholic referred to.
Certainly, that porlege, a Circular, stating the wants: of the Mich.
A. H, Cuasg; Cor. Sec.
It will be seen that the points #t#ssue are tion of the work which deals with Freewill
frequently noticed that it makes: considera- of a very practical nature. Conditions might Baptists was sent to this office for examina- college on account of its recént misfortune,
and asking for aid. A blank note is at.
ble difference whether one has a sole and easily arise under which whole
church tion and revision, and we gould not discovtached to the Circular, which may be filled R. I. and Mass. Ministers’ Institute. pecuniary or only a common and sentimenes, would be lost te the denomination, er that our discretion in' the matter was at
by. such a sam as each person is. willing to
tal interest at stake.
{The 16th annus! meeting of the Rhode
and in which there could be no sort of unity all curtailed. The Encyclopaedia seems to be ‘give,
and forwarded to the Treasurer.
But there is a feature of this question
Island and Massachuseets Free Baptist
in action, if each person is to be a law unto issued for popularand general reference, and
Now is-the time to show whether our sym- Ministers’ Ipstitate was held with the
which is specially interesting, and that is himself as to his church membership.
The we can not see why a Catholic should not, pathy is-from the
heart, or in words only.
‘the immense amount of property which our
Olneyville church, March 17 and 18.
We
proceedings will be watched with interest. have as much to say about his. side of the
Catholic friends are annually retiring into
" «| have received from the Clerk a printed reIt does not appear that the Council propos- | case as the hosts of Protestants who concathedrals, punneries, &c. In their case,
port, which was furnished a Rhode ‘ Island
es to touch the scandal, per se, against Mr, tribute to the work have about theirs, When,
church-property is much more effectually Beecher,
paper, and. from whichwe gather the folhowever, we find that the work is whiteretired from channels of trade than in the
lowing :
:
At this writing (Friday) the questions washed to suit the Catholic taste,—which
.
Home Mission Chit-Chat.
| There wae a good attendance, and the
Protestant case.. Their very methods of
enumerated above have beén quite gener-. is not likely to be the case, considering the
church-government and the disposition
ally discussed, but with, no actual decision character of the publishers,—we > shall feel
The following letter from .a Christian | interest in the exerclses” was marked and
which they make of all church-contributions
of the points at issne, The organization free to protest.
: brother in East Tennessee, will be read well sustained, - Organization: was effected
are so totally different from ours, that it
by the choice of Rev. W. F. Davie, Modconsists of Dr. Leonard Bacon
as first
with interest:—‘* Since the banks closed erator; Rev. J. M. Brewster, Clerk : and.
leaves no ground to urge the same reasons
Moderator, and Dr. Quint as first Secretary. ——Tus ScoND Service. There Is ava:
last fall, we have .niade slow progress in J. A, Stetson, assistant clerk. Ths Comiwhy their property should cotitintie as it is.
The first sharp discussion was on the ques- riety of testimony as to the propriety of
collecting funds for our collége. We have nine of Arrangements consisted ol Rev.
And yet, it woulll ‘hardly do to discriminate
fion of inviting Plymouth church to a’ seat
in a question of this nature. How is it to in the Council, which was carried. But the giving up the second Sabbath service in the bricks for the walls; arid a quantity of Messrs.C. 8. Perkins,8. G. Woodray,
Dr. Bellows frankly con= lumber.’ It is located ten miles south of
be got over ? Should we suffer a hardship invitation was declined, and a remonstrance our churches.
fesses
that
his
parishioners
are mueh in the Greenville, in a good neighborhood, on a and W. F. Davis. After the usual to be pat upon Protestantism while secking of the minutes, a delegation was a
offered against the calling of the Council. habit of cutting him on Sunday afternoons;
beautiful elevation sixty feet above the
ing to exact justice from Catholicism?
{ This looks like business,
and that if it were not for the strangers who ereek. We think that we shall finish the pointed to represent the Institute at the
1t does n't need a particularly shrewd 0bTemperance Conference at the Beneficent
There cin be no doubt fhat thie Council come, he should be inclined to follow their
buflding this fall,and would like to have you Congregational Chapel, consisting of Rev.
server to see thut the great extravagance and its doings will become historical in the
example. Many other eminent pastors fa- make us a visit then, Tt would do us good: | Messrs. W. F. Davis, and D. Boyd, of
of modern church-builders has had much to | annals of Congregationalism,— Buf*this
vor but one sermon per day, the Sabbath
do in turning the attention of thoughtful | bare statement of details fills our space for school occupying the other portion and the | 1 will give you a sketch of our people. Pawtucket. Reports of Committees were
About twenty-six years ago John Wheeler then adopted. The first paper on ‘Church
men to this whole subject.
On this point,’ the present. We hope to be able: to say
evening being used for lectures, preaching, and Moses Peterson, of North Carolina, Psalmody 89" was read by Rev, 8. G.
the editor of Scribner's magazine says, in something about the practical results of the
prayer meetings, &c.
Of course, these
and the, writer, belonged to the Baptists, Woodrow, and was followed by a discusthé April number :
Council after they shall have been reached.
views bring out counter views, and the and being convinced that all - Christians sion, in which several of the brethren took:
present general system of worship finds had a right to the Lord's Supper, we prac- part, general approval being expressed in
N\ We do not think the question would ever
have arisen but for the schemes of church
LITERARY ANNOUNCEMENTS.
It is an- zealous advocates. It would seem to be ticed that doctrine, for which we were la- favor of the united congregational singing
aggrandizement that are visible on every
diffioult to apply any set rule to the case, bored with, and told {hat we must stop which the essay had advocated.
J
hand, Ifthe church had always confined nounced that” Ser ibner, ‘Armstrong, & Co.,
Some pastops could really do more for t
New
York,
are
about
to
publish
a
“Popular
itself to the simple work of doing
good t6
practicing open communion, or be excludAt'2 o'clock the Institute reassembled,
the country and the world, and if ithad not History of the United States,” by Wm. Cul- charges with one sermon than with’ tw,
ed, but conscious of being in the right, we after noon adjournment, when papers were
retired from taxable property untold mill- len Bryant, Mr. Bry anl's literary reputa- and so some parishes would get more profit commenced building up for ourselves, and read by Rev. Messrs. J. A, Stetson and C.
ions that
are practically
useless for that
from a single service.
Such: churches
the Lord blessed our labors. We called S. Perkins, the former on “The Duty of
purpose, the State would have had nothi g tion'has been to a great extent based on his (should at once adopt the system.
But
poetical
productions,
yet
his
political
writourselves Freewill Baptists, and -inereased Pastors and Church Members to those in
to say except to give it God “peed.
The
then there are very many other churches
question whether the church would be bon ings as editor of tha Evening Post have been.
to about.600 before the war.
Being nearly the Congregation not belonging to the
efited or harmed by the taxation of its prop- exceedingly voluminous, and all his utter- bat would best prosper under the double all Union men, we suffered great ‘persecu- Church,” the latter on
Comparison
erty is an open one. It thay be that such ances in prose have been marked by a Sunday sermon, and such should hold to it tions; the rebels robbed us, and drove us
of
the
Various
Methods
of
reaching,”
and
taxation must come at last, as the only corWith a saintly grasp.
| helter skelter. Nearly all were conscript- skotches of sermons on 1. John 1: 9 were
Mad
rective of the disposition to gras ty power, grace and clearness of style which make it |
ed into the rebel army. You in the North given by. Rev.. Messrs, J. Rand, J. Boyd,
whether social or political, on
a of sure that the work now promised will add
the church, or to strive after secur) nag | breadth and solidity to his alreudy brilliant — REVIVALS, It is quickening to glance can’t conceive the troubles we passed M. W. Burlingame, and J. A. Stetson.
grandizement.
reputation as one of the very first of Amer- over the revival lists which have come to us through, They robbed us ‘of our cattle,
In the evening, after preliminary servi-~
There is a point which we can earnestly ican authors. The history will comprise for the last few weeks. Very many church- grain, furniture, clothing, &c.” But when cesewhich were conducted by Rev. Messrs.
ask Christian church-builders.
to prick three and perhdps four octavo volumes, and es are receiving that best of blessings, a re- the Lord turned again the captivity of Zion, J. M. Brewster and ‘J. Boyd, the Rev. C.
Since the I. Maicom, D. D., of Newport, preached a
themselves with awhile, just to see what will extend from the discovery or the Con- vived membership, and many seekers after we were like them that dream.
tinent through the fir a Sentary of American the peace’ of God seem to be rejoicing in ite: war'we have increased to three: associa- masterly and eloquent sermon abounding
they think of its ‘temper.
.
a
i
mouth church, declaring

its rules

‘as

re-

revise that
which deals
Catholicism,
the hands of

I believe

if we can finish
our college and obtain a
good teacher, that the Freewill Baptists

and the harvest of souls promises to. be un- will be a success in this count
to
usually large. All this is peculiarly grati- * Bro. A, Scott, of Texas, is i I
a
congregation
gathered
by
Bro.
Rail,
who
fying. Let the ranks be kept full.
The
Hosts of sin keep pressing. Sfandard-bear- is for the present in Mo,’ It is a new field
ers are falliag here "and . there. Now apd and has “many Qlscouragements, but “the
then one goes over to he. enemy. . It is on- good seed is being sown, and by and by
ly by this frequent reerniting service that ‘we ‘shall have strong churches in this southChrist's army can be kept in proper condi- ern state, Bro. Scott writes :—°¢ At prestion and its triumphant march unchecked. ent the church is getting along very well.
——
We had a good meeting ou last Sunday,
——SOMETHING TO REMEMBER. The next and the presence of the Lord was with us.
time we find ourselves in prayer meeting de- We need a minister and his wife, who ave
‘voutly singing the hymn, *‘ Sweet Hour of capable of teaching school mn connection

There_are numerous candidates, and conse- Prayer," let ud béar in mind that the apIt is se with whatever Kian tunities we Jaw instead of the caprice of individuals and quently the aggregate vote is too breken
thoress of it, Miss Fannie Crosby, is sufferidly possess. They become only a burden churches, So great interest attaches to the to seciire an election. We would gladly see ng from poverty in New York, and would
Council, and a proper appreciation of its reto this puper, are set forth on our third and a reproach to us. If the world could be sults will depend so largely upen a knowl-. in this kind of skirmishing a high purpose be glad of relief. - We should not have callblessed ‘with more of that, friendly spirit
‘to best serve the commonwealth and honor ed attention to the fact in this public way,
page. ,We ask the attention of our readers
which Christ came to impart to it! Then édge of the points at issue, that we will try the Senate. , But it really looks as though
‘but for a circular which has just come’ to
to
state
the
circumstances
that
ih
led
to
|.
to these offers. We also’suggest that they « social galleries would disappear, and the
partizanship and sectional rivalry were ex- hand asking us to do so. It is sent out by
it,
as
briefly
and
corvectly
as
ma
call the attention of those whog@re not now
music of generous, helpful words would
It will be remembered that ’ Theodore erting the. greater force, Two: or. three a party of praminent and reliable gentle«tibseribers, both tothe Star and to these fall upon all ears.
Tilton, a member of slong - standing
of candidates have their helpers at the State mendn New York, who have orgapized
Shad
special Premiums. They may thus serve
House, and fhere is a resort to the usual what they call’ the ** Central Relief ComHeyry Ward Beecher's church, was called
more than one important end by a small
upon several months ago to answer to* the means to ‘gain voters. Even the leading mittee,” and whose ain is to help deserving
Churches. and - Taxes,
yutlay of time and effort.
charge of “having circulated and promoted newspapers in the State are warmly con persons like the one’ mentioned above, a
EE
h—L™\J
choice, thus help- great many of whom in that city the late
Within a few years the propriety, or more scandals derogatory to the Christian integ- tending: for their special
of sentiment. financial irregularity
unity
needed
the
defer
to
rity¥-of
his
pastor.
He
refused
totheed
the
ing
has brought into suf.properly perhaps the principle, of exemptThe Friendly Spirit.
Sumner’s
Charles
bad.
too
quite
is
fering conditions.
Whatever may
be
call, “offering as his reason, that, as he had This
ing
“church
property
from
taxation
has
——
absented himself from the services and com- public work was too noble to be dropped thought of the degraded poor, who live by
"been
considerably
discussed.
Opposition
it is related of Franz Liszt, the celebratinto the hands of such a contending rabble begging, and fill our jails apd almshouses,
munion of the church for several years
ed Hungarian pianist, that, listeningto the to it has grown with the discussion, mainly, past he was no longer a member, and hence as this.
But, perhaps, since polities is the there can be no doubt that there are very
performance of a pupil one day who played we suppose, becanse the most that has been not amenable to its discipline. Still, his miserable trade that it is, this is unavoidamany in this and other cities—respectablg
rather -feebly, he- sat down beside him said about it has been said by those who name continued on the church books, he ble. So much the worse then, for the |
andsplayed the piece through with spirit, condemn it,so that the srgument and its re- having neither asked nor received dismis- ‘whed¢ country is deeply interested in the persons, who have seen better days and are
toggensitive to beg,—whose condition is
remarking: as ‘he did so, “When I play, sults have been nearly all in one direction. sion, nor been expelled. “But the church matter.
Mr. Sumner
.was the nation’s deplorable. They suffer in cellars and garTaxation
is
urged
chiefly
for
the
reason
1 always play for the people in the
accepted his statement, stopped action man,and the nation is rightly soligitous that
gallery, so that those persons who pay only that a great deal of property, taking the against him, and dropped his name from his place be filled as nearly as may be. rets, on the streets, in all sorts of places,
country
as
a
whole,is
put
into
churches,the
including what have until lately been very
five groschens for a seat also hear somethe list of membership. Massachusetts has no man who can just do
money
value
of
which
is
thus
withdrawn
respectable homes. There is always a class
thing.” The anecdote would have less sigAt this point, Doctors Storrs and Buding: that.
Perhaps
she
has one or two
from
the
‘market,
and
of
course
taxes
upon
who fear that their charity will be misplacn ificance if it was the only thing of the kind
ton, pastors of Congregational churches in who,
could - do
better in some
reed. Here is a.com any that seems really
that Liszt ever did. But it muy go with sev- other property rated correspondingly high- Brooklyn, made the statement that this ac- 8
But to find a man of stricter indeserving of aid, and whom discreet givers
eral others of his kindly acts of that nature, | er to make up the requisite amount.. Why, tion of Plymouth church was centrar
tegrity,of
sterner devotion to human rights,
it
is
asked,
should
property
.of
one
class
be
|
can
bardly hesitate to aid. Those disposed
which show that of all.the ornaments of his
Congregatignal usage, and, acting’
Hg and a firmer champion of dll that is true
remarkably honored life, his real, unassam- exempted from taxation, and not property | other churches, they entered a protest and noble in public life,—this it will be may sehd contributions to Rev. C. C. Goss,
97 Varick St., N. Y.
ing friendliness was about the brightest. of another or any class?
against the proceedings.
But Plymouth difficult for her to do.. Mr. Sumner's cult\
——
But
how
can
it
he
said
that
there
is
no
Isn’t it pleasant to think of so famous a musidirect income, speaking after the manner church, probably Ping iin accordance with ure, his fine literary and ar{istic. taste, his ~——A CONTRAST.
It is not lope since a
- cian, sitting at Kis instrument in the royal
the wishes of its pastor, replied that it did manly bearing , his judicial astnteness, and desperate southerner,
of
business
men,
fiom
church
property
?
famil y-—kunownas
theater at Berlip pr Weimar, with emperors
not hold itself responsible to other churches the breadth’ and’ acuteness of his whole
Where,
for
instance,
is
there
a
church
Hangman
Foote,
cffered
to
pay. $10,000
axand princes in“ his audience and jeweled
of the denomination, and would prefer, and mental and moral nature, all helped him
1ands tossing rare flowers at his feet, while whose very existence doesn’t eall into eir- in fact meant, to take care of its own affairs. to fill out the noble career which has just for the scalp of an abolitionist delivered
Last week this
he for a moment forgets themall and flings culation as much money as, to say the We all remember the correspondence that ended. And these qualities should righthy to him in Washington.
least,
would
equal
«
fair
rate
of
interest
on
same
creature
dined
with
Wendell
Phillips
bits of that exquisite melody away over
If Mr.
then ensued, with an aim to bring about a be expected in his successor.
in
that
city
(Washington),
and
at
a
restauthe
property
invested?
The
minister
must
their heads to charm some of the hawbler
harmonious understanding. It failed, and Dawes gets the nomination, and that now
rant, moreover, képt by a colored person.
have his salary, which a needy family nsuspirits that listen in the gallery?
so this Council was called by Dr's Buding- | Jooks quite probable, he would doubtless
Judging from this, it would seem to be in
This idea of playing to the galleries is no ally obliges him to put at once in cirecula- ton and Storrs, to the end that they might come nearest tomeeting the populsa®thoice.
order
for Bishop Haven to an‘icipaie the
tion
;
then
money.must
be
raised
to
carry
fiction. “It has been among the characterisget recorded the opinion of the principal He has been tried by long service in Con- approach of his ideal era of Republicanism,
tics of the great minds of every age, and out the benevolent enterprises of the church,
Congregational churclles in the _ United gress, and found wanting in almost no es- when
2 woman shall ‘be President of the
indeed is one of their chief claims to great- and that very soon finds its way into the States on the following points:
sential respect.
The choice may not fall
United States, and a colored woman at
ordinary
channels
of
trade;
and
so,
in
nuness. To put a just estimate upon those
First. Can" a member terminate his upon him. Butif it should, we doubt if that!
who fill high stations, to show them proper merous ways, the’ money that is expended
membership of a Congregational church by there would be much complaint.
deference and’ treat them with. becoming in erecting the most of our meeting-houses absenting himself from its services and com~—— IMPERIAL CONGRATULATIONS. The Exconsideration, but at the same time to reach and for other church purposes, is as’ good munion ?
Second. When a member
voluntarily ——THE APPLETONS AND THE CATHOLICS,
Empress of France, passing her days in
as
put
directly
into
market-ciréulation,
‘If
down for the hand of those whom these afabsents himself from the ordinances, and There is beginning to be something like a retirement at Chiselhurst with thé Prince
we
persist
in
straining
at
gnats,
let
us
be
fect to despise, to pity their condition and
specific charges of ‘‘grossly unchristian eon- charge made against the publishers of the
Seek to improve it, to see in every person careful lest in some unexpected moment we duct” are presented against Him and remain “ New. Encyclopedia,” to the effect that | Imperial, bas lately had fresh altention
called to her by incidents connected with
Certainly, unanswered, is it in accordance with the
the image, however rude and marred, of be caught swallowing camels.
they are trimming it down with special ref- the Prince's majority “birthday. France
usage
of
Congregationalism
‘to
withhold
inthe infinite Friend, and so strive to polish we seem to be getting as little income from
vestigation and drop his name as if still un- erence to its circulation among the Catho- allowed herself to exhibit considerable unthat image and elevate it to'a pleasanter money invested in un-taxed government
accused?
lics. We have before us a western paper, easiness over the aflair, it being given out
place,—this marks real worth, and keeps bonds, as from that put into our meetingThird. If a member charged with having in which there is a three column article go- shortly beforchand time the birthday would
houses.
one’s faith in man from failing.
“circulated and promoted scandals derogaing to show tht the publishers have given
Who will pay this tax, supposing the tory to the Christian integrity of the pastor,” revisional discretion to a Catholic, such as be made the occasion of an Imperialist
Take them all in all, what generation has
demonstration in Paris. Even England
Will the etc., is publicly released without examina=
produced three greater men than Lineoln, churches cease to be exempted?
they have withheld from every other de- seems to have been somewhat expectant as
tion
into
the
facts
alleged,
has
the
rule
of
Greeley and Sumner? But where did their pew-owners, or, which is practically the: Christ in Matthew 18th chapter been main- nomination which is mentioned
in the
TL

tions, and are still prospering.

Denominational News and Notes.
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rye agen
a LY

Sontrol of hose in Whose hauls it
we are disposed to rega
Ain the scope
of the promise, **

nature. Each of these topics was suitably and one of the best parsonages in the State.
Ministry,”
and
‘illustrated
and forcibly urged.
;
after,”
e
pursu
| The congregation and 8, school have more than
but
not,
o
,
19, Stay
ceedingly able introduction, pro-. [ "The Institute then adjourned, after one of | trebled in numbers, and there have been yearly
after an
additions to the thurch, all of ‘Whom to-day we
vo
ceeded to the discussion of his theme, its pleasantest sessions.

hall it as a means of aw
seeking live and fresh
raise up hosts of new fl
Spire the
old ones ay

ther for good to them

He chose for his text Josh, 10:

_ Freedmen’s Mission Items.

the

‘jance of illustration and diction upon

"duty OF preaching the truth boldly, and ad:

from the fact that God has met ‘with .us in the

irony he described the intolerance of those
who think that theirs is the .only true

church at Harper's Ferry,W. Va., received

conversion of rouls.

nine members by baptism,-six young men,
three young ladies,—all connected with the

tolie succession of..apostolic baptism,

The

Storer Normal school. It wis a delightful
day, and many, both white and colored,

ested.’ We

interest, and it is to be deeply regretted

were present fo witness the service as the
happy eandidates Were immersed in th

ual truth rather than churchism. ‘With fine

church, because they alone can claim apos-

sermon was listened to with the ‘intensest

waters of the historic Shenandoah:
>
CONFERENCE. .

diction.
On Wednesday, the second day, the Institute re-assembledst 10 o'clock, having
previously enjoyed a short session in prayer
and conference.
i
’

Christ,

One could

not but

exclaim,

how

“welcome” to the new members was sweet-’|

Pastorates.” .Also to the-reading of a pa-

ly sung, as the brethren and sisters march-ed by them, extending the hand of fellow-

inational Literature.”

ship as ghey passed.

per by Rev. J. M. Brewster, “On Denom-

It was a well-writ-

and J. Boyd.
The Institute voted
Dr. C. H,

G.

\

Woodrow,

to return

thanks

of Newport,

able and interesting

church

to

day.

for ‘his

ney

;

Pres. O. B. Cheney was invited to present the interests of Bates College, which :
he did ina very brief and appropriate manner. lle ‘desired to raise three thousand
dollars in order to complete the sum of
$50,000, the amount to be raised by the
friends of the college ‘outside of Boston.
The sum of one hundred and fifty thousand
dollars is expected from Boston,
$100000 of it from Hon. Benjamin E: Bates,
whose honored name the college
- bears.
Mr. B. bas already

given

$100,000,

mak-

ing $200,000 from him in all. The college
now has an endowment fund of about
$100,000, and the plan is to make that
fund $300,000.
Five hundred dollars was

raised by some of the brethren present.

ments,

The

subject

was

handled with

care and ability, and presented

many

jm-

_ portant considerations.
:
Rev. C. H. Malcom was invited to ad-

dress. the Institute. His remarks were
very well received. He commended the
Free Baptists. He liked the term free. It
represented not simply the denomination,
butit represented a great idea, Free Gospel, Free Bible, Free Pulpit, Free Communion to all Christians. One: of the signifi-

cant tokens of thie age is that Christians
ave

being more and more drawn together. He
. spoke of
the
neness of Christians, -and
closed his
rdmarks by speaking a few tell-.
ing words for Bates College.
Rev. D. R . Whittemore read a paper on

“What Constitutes a Christian?” and Rev.
A. R. Bradbury on “The Claims of the
Temperance Cause on Christians.” It was
replete with’ stirring truths and important
facts and tender appeal.
Rev. 8S. D,

Church presented a brief paper on the best
modes of raising Church Funds.
Many
“excellent suggestions on this subject
brought out.
:

were

Rev. L. W. Manning presented a paper
on the relative
- Official Duties.

importance of a Minister's
It was" quite an elaborate

production. -

:

The following resolutions were’ adopted :

at Berryville

enjoyed

interestsof our

denomination

demand that

the
ing Slar,in order that it may hold
theo
it has long occupied, should be
raiovefl
from- its present location to. some
mmeveial and literary center.

#4 8. That the next session of this Institute
‘be held in Boston or its vicinity, and that

Rev, Messrs, J, Rand,

A. L. Houghton
mittee.

4,

8. D.

be the

Church

Executive

and

Com-

/

That the thanks .of this body be ex-

tended to the church
and Society at Olneyi
ville, for the gencrous entertainment
furinished the Instituto during its session.
The Rev, 8.G. Woodrow was appointed
"to preach the sermon in the evening, .
, In the evening

there . was

a. somewhat

‘larger congregation, and after preliminary

services which

were conducted by. Revs.

Messrs. C. H. Malcom and W. ‘F. Davis;
thie sermon was preached by Rev. 8. G.

Woodroiv.

His subject

Reformation,”

and

was “The First

was "founded

upon:1

Samuel, 7: 8, 4. The sermon was able,
interesting, and profitable. ‘After answering some
exhibited

objections against revivals, he
theif essential
characteristics,

maintaiping : 1. That they have beencwonderful manifestations of God's power and
grace;2, that they have occurred at those

crises which have been

most

adapted

thir sudbess; 3, that the human

to

instru-

mentality which has chiefly promoted them

has heen the preaching of tlie truth; and
1
J

collection

was

~

:

Shi

Donations.

J

CALHOUN & NORTH BRANCH Q. M.—Held

its

Ten received baptism,

and fourteen

to the church.

Rev. B.

Kirk, of Winchester, administered the ordi-

nances of the gospel on the occasion,
CHARLESTOWN,

During the “last - two weeks

several con-

versions have resulted from special services
held with our congregation in this town.
Rev. B.F. Fox, pastor,one

of our students,

felt it his duty to make this special effort,
thus depriving himself, for the time, of his
‘to crown

school, and God was pleased

attempt to eave souls with his blessing.
| PROSPECT.
pls

New fields invite us on every
Some of these calls for laborers aré
hundredsof miles away! We greatly
men and means,
| CONCLUSION.
hi
As we look upon the fruits already
ered; and, especially, upon so large a
ber of young men and young ladies

tory examination

the

been

wandering about

cause,

the spirit

of true

devotion

God’s

my

heart

the Gibson

Q. M.

with:

Women’s

maiy ew

Society

Q.

M.;

things
tice.

« By

I hope it has

all
been

the

thé results of
It has been a

acquaintance

friends, and get

of so

better acquainted

Pa.,
for

and

Jesus,

help

them

carrying

to
them

devise
out

liberal

in

prac

More earnést laborers are needed to build

.

mediately after the organizatien, 10 joined
as candidates for baptism, and 3 as watchcare members.
R. Aa COATS.

up

new interests and take care of old ones within
the hmits of the Central Association, ubder
whose direction we have been laboring the past
year.
That the Association is in earnest may
well be inferred by the Missionary work already
done.
It is prospering.
May a glorious success
crown its efforts,
T. A. STEVENS.

prayfully

Waitsfield, Vt., March 21.

Clerk.

§

{ }

__. muscle

The

is for

family

KENTArpoE

Yellow Wrapper

J. 8. W. HAWK,

SPAFFORD Q. M.—Held

interest in the Free Baptist society at Gray,
The

a number have
in Christ, and
every evening
‘of the divine
F. REED. °

though the traveling was

ed on with it, until I had used 16 bottles, and this
morning I am going to plow corn, a well man.
All
my townsmen Say it is a miracle to see me round

walking and wor ing.
;
In eonclusion I will add, when I was enduring such

eat suffering, from that dreadful disease;Sorofula,

prayed to the Lord above to take me out of this
world, but as VEGETINE has restored to me the blessings of health,

Woods

‘

tistics at this session,
ROCHESTER

Q. M.—Held

its spring

or

F.

and

evidently

its pastor,

Rev.

R.

L.

Woman’s

Society.

DEMERITT,

invented what is now called
Liniment. The great success

5.00

- BIGLOW

4t11
75.00
«11.50
20,00

Printing Establishment.
SPECIAL MEETING.

5

March 20;
ArCly 2,
or

187
15 ®*

.

I. D. STEWART,

.

»

Dover. N. H.

tertain the next session of the Maine WesternY.
M,, they will please so inform me as early as pos0.
A. P. WHITNEY.
Harrison, Me.
:

0

«CHEMUNG

Veteran

Q.

M.

will

church,

hold its

next

commencing

segsion

with

NEGLECTED CouGHS
of the importance of
mon Cold” in its
first
ginning would yield to

April 24, at 2

A Copy in Paper

a1

CHAMPLIN, MINN.

-

Itis always

part of her beautiful buildings is in ruins, in| volving
a loss of thousands of dollars und setaxing the hearts, faith, and resources
encouraging verely
of her faculty, trusteés and students, therefore

to hear from the pioneer churches, especially if
‘they report’ prosperity. Such a report now
comes from Rev, C. L. Russell, who has-been
laboring
in und about Champlin, Minn,
He

Says:
‘
The four years that I have

‘
spent

with

this

Resolved, 1. That in behalf of the Rochester
* M. we extend to them our hands and ledge
them gur hearts in sympathy in this moment
of
our common grief,
:

2. That the séverityof this blow and the deso-

lation it has brought, in no way impair our confidencein thie future of this college, under the

~ Rev.A. B. Loomis.

To Read Hymn

“Best

«~MRov. 8. Cady. To Read Chapter for Criticism,—
Rev. J: West. Can the Children Be Interested by
Christian Armor,—Rev. A. P. Phinney.
"
'
A. BE. WILSON;
a

.
Clerk.

UNION Y. M. will hold its next
church at German, commencing

with the
June 19;

313

session
Friday,

J, W. BARR,

4

Sh

Clerk,

®

0}

est

|

0

your Druggist forit.
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i
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May be had through any Bookseller,or mailed post-paid on re
ceipt of price by

'*

| $7

tt

3

eo

",

EACHI WEEK.
Pgs wanted,
tioulars free. J.Worth
Co., St. Louis,
3t5
.
y

:

ars
Mo.

TEA AGENTS. wanted in town and
country to sell TEA, or get up club

aorders, for the:largest

Fea

Company

and
i

“Box, 187."

Ask

oy)
Terms frbé: Afldress-

SS

8 -

in America,
Importer’s prices
inducements to Agents. Send for Cirontar,
dress, RUBERT WELLS, 43. Vesey St, N. Y.

EQ, STINSON & Coy, Portland, Maine.

»

J. B. FORD
& CO., N. Y.

Over Ten Phousand Sol in advance of Publication.

OF TaTATIONS,

2
ev dayat home.

are

«

BEWARE

145 State Street, Chicago.

Stamped Cover, $1.75.

Medi¢ine.—SAN.

derangements of Liver, Stomach and Bowels.

Cents.

BY EDWARD EGGLESTON,

$92.24
Treas.

AND COLDS.—Few are aware
checking a Cough or “Com-’
stage; that which in the be‘““BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TRO-

Family

of 35

author of ¢ Hoosier Schoolmaster,”
etc. Profusely illustrated by White
and Sol Eytinge.
Cloth, Fancy

FORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR~A purely Vegetable,
Cathartie and Topic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Debility, Siok-hehdache, Bilious Attacks, and all |

the Minister in his Sermons, or what Course should
‘he take to Interest Them,—Rev. J. Wilson,
The

at 1 o'clock, P.M. ,

and

sent on receipt

& MAIN, Pubs.,

A Tale of the Heroic Age.

DIPLOMA,
AWARDED BY THE

for Criticism,

.

"THE CIRCUIT RIDER.

© American Institute,
Howard,
is doing a good.
work,
Penfield
lowing assignments
are made: Opening sermon
church reported a good revival, and its pastor,
TO J. W. McKEE
>
Rev.C. H. Jackson, is much encouraged,
Some “for criticism ,—Rev. W . H. Fonerden; alterntate,—
Rev. H, F. Woop, of Waterville, Me.,we
FOR
ma
RS
Rev. J. Langworthy.
Essay, Origin of Evil,—Rev.
mercy
drops
have
also
fallen
on
the
church
at
|
earn has accepted a call to the pastorate of the Parma.
M. C. Brown.
Freedom of the
Will,~Rev.
J.
LangEmbroidering
and
Fluting
Machines.
eo were highly favored by the presworthy.
The Vicarious Atonementof Christ,—J.
Pine St, Free Baptist church, Manchester, N.
“It is iEusiONS and will meet the wants of every
ence of Rev, G. T, Day, D, D.,, who
preached
M., Crandall. Mode of Baptism in thé Christian
mateon in
the land.”
.
*
the word with elojuence and powet.
Rev, H. Church for the first 300 Years,—Rey. E. Crowell.
H.
,
a
Exhibition of 1872.
:
8. Limbocker was with us to give words of Systematic Beneflcencey~Rev, G. P, Ramsey. The
eneral Resurrection,—Rev, 'O. T.- Moulton.
The
John E. Gavit, Rec. Sec’y.
F. A, Barnard, Pres.
Rev. E. P. LADD declines the call extended cheer, and preached the word to the edification
Source
and
Necessity
of
Spiritual
Power,—Mrs.
M.
Samuel D, Tillman, Cortesyonduis Secy.
him.by the F. B. church, in So. Parsonsfield, of all. Also, Rev. Wm. Peck, from the Free- C. Brown. Foreign Missigns —Rev. D. Hyde.
’
New York,
November 20, 1872.
dom Q. M., added interest to the meeting. Ap- Prayer, its Effect on God and Man,~Rev. 8. Hoxe.
Si
;
This simple and ingenious Machine is as useful as
pointed Rev. R. L. Howard Cor. Mess. to the ie.
Revivals, meags to promote them,—Rev. C. L.
the Sewing Machine, and is fast becoming
popular
freedom Q. M.
Vail.» The Sunday™ School, it8 Relation: to the
with ladies, in the place of expensive needle-work,
| RE v. WM. BONAR, of Kewanee, Ill. writes to
Next session with the Walworth chureh, Jungs Church,>Mrs. C. Li. Vail. Toe Bivle View of Womitd work being much more handsome, requiring
less
#n’s Mission in the Church,—Myrs. V. G. Ramsey.
time and not one-tenth part the expense. No lady’s
express gratitude to his friends in the Walnut 12—14. Rev. I. J. Hong was Appointed to preach Regeneration, —Rev. J. B, Randall. Christian. Un- | toilet
i8- now complete without it. A Machine with
the opening sermon, and Rev.
Wm. Walker; to
Creek @Q. M, for their kind attention fo him give the 8. 8. address. Collectibn for Missions, fon,—Mrs:' J. Langworthy.' Woman’s Work in i)luétrated circular and full instructions sent on re«
Missions,~—Miss A. Crandall. The Unpardonable
ceipt of $2, or finished in silver plate for $2.75.
during a severe and protracted illness. He has
22.85
.
JOD,
2
\
Sin,—~Rev. BE. C.Hodge.
The Home Mission,~Rev.
Address The MoKee Manufacturing Co.,
The following resolutions were adopted:
«
| 1. B. Coleman. Communion, Rev. 8. Wood. Chrisreceived from individuals and churches in the
’
309 Broadway, New York, |
Whereas, Hillsdale College, dear to all our tian Perfection, —~Clarence Brockway: The Duty
Q. M. over $200, and prays that the donors may
lyeow2l
AGENTS WANTED.
of Ministers and Ohurch Members in the Temperhearts and entering largely into our denominube_doubly rewarded.
od delffitits in practjen tional hope, has been visited by fire and a large ance Cause,—Rev. A. E. Wilson. State of the Dead,

service like that, _

SUCCESS!!

'| No. 76 East Ninth Street, New York;

5.00

.
O.LIBBY,

Cover

BIGLOW

CHES,” if neglected, often works*ipon the Lungs.

]
Notice.
The next session of the pi
J ty connected with the CENTRAL NEW YORK Y. M. will be held
with the church at Gilbert’s Mills, Oswego Co.,
commencing June 24, at 6 o’clock, P. Mm.
The fol-

DECIDED

' Contains New Songs.

4.00
10.00

Special Notices.

o'clock, P. M. Church clerks will please see that
the tax of ten cents per member for the Q.M. is colleeted and forwarded to the meeting
through their
delegates.
J. N.
BROWN, Clerk.

A

- uN

cE its Hymns and Tunes are Gems,
0c&" Adapted to the Uniform Lessons.

* 5.34
6.40
9.00

4

the

Chicago.

Price; $30 per 100 Copies in Board Covers.

John DD Welds N Providence, R I{

‘

Street,

ROYAL DIADEM

8 8, Roger Williams ch, R I, per M H Searens,
31.40
Georgiaville, R I, per MW Burlingame,
11.10
Miss 5 I. White, W Lebanon, Me,for Sippiort of Joseph White in Endrian
10.00

Notice.
If any church in the Otisfield Q. M. wishes to en -

145 State

IS

~ Storer College.

Berlin, Wis. per E N Wright,
Kittery, Me, per Mrs F
Towne,’

L. W. ANTHONY.
4
Lo
!

’

You
ought te have it in your Sunday
School===those using it are delighted

25.

Total,
$16.00
A. H. MORRELL,
. Harrgg’s Ferry, W. Va., March 20, 1874.

.
C. H. LATHAM,

& MAIN,

Royal Diadem,

$243.60

The Corporators of the Freewill Baptist Printing
Foreign Mission:
Establishment are hereby notified that a special
meeting
of said corporation will be held at the |g. puren Q M, Mich, per O H P Sheldon,
Committoe Room in Dover, N. H., on Wedpesday, | mama Q go wi, per
H Withington,
April 15, at 11 o’clock. a. M.
1st Effin, Mach, N H, per G E Doane,
By authority ofthe Com,
:

7

New York;

e

25,00
12.50
10.60
4.9%
1.0
3.00
2.00
4.00

Nicholas Fenner, Prov.,, RT,
P Davis & Son,
@
wick, Me,
+4 D H Toothaker,
Rev J B Higging{
Canterbury, N H,
Myra Ayers,
=

Notices and Appointments.

;

OUR’ NEW SONG BOOK,

50.00

G. W. BEAN, FinoanciajpAgent,
of this article In the cure of Bronchitis and all disLewiston, Me., March 25, 1874,
y
:
eases of throat and lungs, will make fhe name of | .

°

Every Hymn aud Tune is adapted to the use for
which it is recommended.

Bay Sént, post paid, on receipt of price.

Institute.

2

;

BEEN

Price, in Paper Covers..i......... 25 cents.
6
Board
' ¢''
'.......)...: 30
¢¢
“
Flexible Clothy:.........35
¢¢

72.00

$77.00
Treas.

Hon A P Morrill,
y
Francis Emmons, Dea 8 Longfellow, Mrs H Long+
fellow, 25.00 each,
Dover & Foxcroft k B Society & friends,
Chas Gott, F D Millett, 10.00 each,
.
Walter Boardman, Johm Merrow, Geo Parcher,
Mrs dia Jordan, Mrs Jane Sawyer, $5 each,
Friends at
Waterville Q M,
A friend, bal. of sub.,
Mrs E W Foss, Miss M Foss, 2.00 each,
Mrs Susan Boardman,
Rev E G Eaton, Mrs E G Eaton, Mrs — 1.00 each,
Mrs Sun N Henry, Newport ¢h,
:
Mr & Mrs G W Taske®, Corinna ch,
Jam es W Towne, Gideon Taylor, Lewis Bachelder,
5.00 each,and Chas H Foster,10,00,1st Pittsfield
ch,
:

with

THE FEW WEEKS IT HAS
BEFORE THE PUBLIC.

76 East Ninth Street,
Central

:

Hymns

Aa If you examine-i{ you will like it!

N, H.

Maine

etc.

av It is a very convenient size for the pocket.
&%

at the

doses,

will’

THOUSANDS HAVE ADOPTED
DURING

Mission

L.A.
Dover,

»

]

B.

Meetings, Revivals,

Winnowed

-

Whitefield, N' H.

Woman’s Miss, Soc., Olneyville, R I, per Mary
Sawyer,
.
Woman's Miss. Soc., Meredith Village,
N H, per
Mrs H W Lincoln,

The public are hereby assured, through the columns of the Morning Star, that Parson’s Purgative
Pills contain no injuriotis principle, but that they
may be administered to children and the most weak

tioners of. his-time,
Johnson’s Anodyne

Prayer

EXPRESS,

ENGLAND CARPET CO.,
373 Washington Street.
Next Building to Adams House,
4413

small

it

Is full of Favorite Songs (new and old) for

Rev T P Taylor, 8 Ridge, Ashtab, Co, Ohio.

NEW

in

hope that you will publish it, and

GIVES UNIVERSAL SATISFACTION!

S Lord, N Shapleigh, Me.
A P Tracy, Haverhill, Mass.

above low prices previous to our removal.

constitutions

Forwardea,

Rev G H Pinkham,

session

with
the Fairport church. All its churches
were represented by delegation and all but one
by letter. Fairport church reported a glorious

revival,

Ministers and Churches,

JOHN TYLER, Clerk.

Books

By MAIL.
H’D Miner, Washington Harbor, Wis.
J J Allee, Grant City, Mo.
J H Steward, Vineyard, Iowa.
8 Johnson, N Fayston, Vt.
Ransom Hull, Burgh Hill, Ohio.
Mrs A Bro
ork, Jowa.
@
rs
ratt,
Quarry, Iowa.
(2)
F A Palmer, Atkinson, Me.
Howard M Freeman. Grand Rapids, Mich.
Mrs E D Carr, Presque Isle, Me,

highest grades produced, at much under value.
About 100 Rolls Printed Berlins (Brussel Figures),
at 30 cents.
:
i

shattered

earnest

Winnowed Hymns

&

100 Rolls Ingrains, 50 cents.
200 Rolls Canton Mattings, 17 cts.
Sheet Oil Cloths, 2 yds. wide, at three-quarters
usual prices.
.
Stair Carpets under value.
1000 Crumb cloths, with borders at about half value.
Extra qualities of Ingrains and 2:Plys, of the

396

live, that

VWILLIAM PAYNE.

**
*

at Retail

to

Avery, Berrien Co. ,Mich., July 7

For Cash Only.

supplied

ever

afford me pleasure to XeDiy 0 Any Com munication;
x
which I may Teceite there
thud *
:
am
Sir, very
respectfully,

English Tapestries for $1.25.

be

I desire more than

I may be of some service to my fellowmen, and I
know of no better way to aid suffering.
humanity.
than to eholgse you this statement of my case, with

Carpets for the People at Low Prices.

even-

ing two young men came fortvard for prayers
and found that God was a prayer-answering
God.
Abbainteq Rev. Wm. Russell a Corresonding
Delegate to the Oswego
Q. M. at its
Pond session. Voted that the Spafford church
be dropped from our records.
Voted that we
raise 6 cents per resident member in the church«
es. Collection for Foreign Missions, $10.65. . *
Next
session
with the Virgil and Dryden
church.
Conference Friday
before the second
Sabbath 1n June, at 6 o'clock,
P. M. It will be
necessary for the churches to send in their sta-

‘Dear Sir,~Thougha stranger I want to inform you
.
what VEGETINE has done for me.
Last Christmas Scrofula made its appearance in
my system—large running ulcers appearing on me
as follows: One on each of my arms, one on in
bin h, wilish exteided to the seatyone on my head,
whichate into the sku
one o
left leg,
which became go bad that host
e 4
amputate the limb, though poy consultation concluded not to do so, as my whole body wasso full”
of Scrofula they deemed it advisable to cut the sore
which was’ paitsful beyond description, and there

\

has, however, been accomplished, and the organ
piano ean be played separate or both combined.

Clerk.

Saturday

BLY

the

and an increase of melody is a result of musical
genius and ingenuity we were not prepared for. It

Our eustomers will

v

A Walking Miracle.
i

White
use,

er column.
A Baltimore paper says of this new instrument: “The blending of the two instruments,

'

o

Miss Vienna Locke-

Mg: H. R. STEVENS!

8.Bridges—W

ery—D L Edgerly—W F Eaton—Mrs I. Folsom—p Flan-

Co., as will be seen by their advertisement in anoti

its last sessiofi” With

bad.

PARE,

Brown—J

ed to learn that the long-sought-for combination of
the organ with the piano which will never réquire

I. 8.

{the Summer Hill chureh, Feb. 20-22.
Rev.
Wm. Russell was chosen Moderator,
Fabius
church reported some revival interest.
All of
the ehurches were reported by letter or delegation
except one. We were favored with. the labois
of Rev. A. B. Loomis, from the Oswego
Q. M.,
also of Bro. W. Brown, from the Troy
Q: M.
Our meetings were spiritual and well attended,

Ball—-H J Brown—J

both

8. Poindex-

testimonial :

is for animals.

by Geo.

Rev.

;
wonderful cures, where many other re
failed, as will be seen Ry the following unsolicited

an

accomplished

1, by

If VEGETINE will relieve
pain, el
e, purify and
cure such diseases, ia Se
0) patien bs perfect
‘health after
trying different physicians, many remedies,suffering
for years, is it not conclusive
proof, it
you are a sufferer, you can be ¢
2. Why Is this
L medicine performing such great cures? It works in
the blood, in the Blows purtger.
It can truly be
called the Great Blood«Pu:
. The great source
of disease originates in the blood; and no medicine
that does not act directly upon it, to purify and renovate, bas any just claim upon public attention.
When the blood becomes lifeless and stagnant,
either from change of weather or climate, want of
exercise, irregular diet, or from any other cause, the
VEGETINE will renew the blood, carry off the putrid
humors, cleanse the stomach, regulate the bowels,
and impart a tone of vigor to the whole body,
The

re

The Important Improvement in Musical
Instruments, —Our musical readers will be'interest-

been

Eliza A. Metoalf,

Me., March

0 no more for me. Both of my legs were drawn up
to my seat, and it was thought if I did get up again.
I would be a eripple for life
:
When in this condition I saw VEGETINE
gadvertised, and commenced taking it in March, and
follow-

the Bone Gap church, Feb, 7 and 8. ‘It was a
time of refres ing to God’s people.
The church
Johnson not less favorably, if less widely known,
was revived, and the meeting
was protracted by
than that of Lowis Napoleon.
.
Bro. Moon, and some good done.
Next
session with Jeffersonville church, 24

miles west of the village on the.-8. & S.
E. R. R., Jan. 6, at 11 o’clock, A. M.

pe

y

and

its last session with

sy

Soper, bothof

sD. A Jones My. A Am. .

ful, in the cure of disease, than mineral medicines.
VEGETINE is composed of roots, barks, and herbs.
t is pleasant to
take, and perfectly safe to'give an
Rt - In Scrofula the VEGETINE has
Sorted

i Children Cry for Castoria.—Pleasant fo
take—a perfect substitute for Castor Oil, but more
Fifleacions in regulating the stomach and bowels.

has

and it

+

.

Be

was a quart
of matter run from this one sore. The
Physicians all gave me up to die,and said they could

Price 50 cents ; large bottles $1.

tuning,

«

conviction Js, in the public
mind as well as in the
mediza) profession That the remedies supplied by

Liniments

ailment.

Wrapper

Hatehihson

.

At Limerick,

Rev. R. A. Coats,

ra

the Vegetable Kingdom are more safe, more sucoess-

ders—HJ Farnham—B Q Fellows —A Felton—MJ Fosdick
--W P Folsom- 8 Frost—B Farrar—A L
Gerrish—A I.
Green—J F Granville—A M Gotliff—L
ilman—E 8

Dr. A. Johnson, one of the most successful pract’-

WAYNE Co. Q. M.—Held

Addresses.

Brooke iace ESR

great certainty of success.

LY

religious
past.

heres»

with the Lord’s work.
God bless the brethren
and sisters in Stephentown, N. Y., and Gibson

ministers with the writer, organized a Freewill Baptist church of six members. Tm-

years

Societies

with seven different churches,
which are in the hands of God.

converted and reclaimed. At their close a
a council, consisting of the above named

several

Mission

a

allay pain, subdue swellings, hea
burns, and will cure rheumatism,
:
spavin, and any flesh, bone or

:

this missionary

Upwards 6f 150 meetings have been held in
the Gibson Q. M. the past autumn and winter,

in the vicinity of Spencer, Clay Co., Iowa,
during which same 15 or 20 were hopefully

for

Mission

<

|.

de-

for the year ensu-

propably .secure

rooks—Mrs
ake—
oyd—
urgbss—H Blaisdell-J B Batchelder—dJ Blaisdell—B SBI
o
Berry—Mrs M B Bean—B § Bowen—S8 Bartlett—Lucy B
Colé—C8 Cushing—H K Crain—T 8 Cornell—BJ Con
jngs-1 ‘Chapman—A Case—Mrs M R Carpenter—R W
Collins—E
Cilley—J L Diilingham—D
Davis—A W
Delloff—I Deering -A Deering—W
H Edger—J H Em-

at12

Centaur

and

Office

4

Mrs S B

their assessments

Parents remember this.

minister of the above

Letters Received.
CE Allen—8 Aldrieh=M Atwood—J J Allen—A Andrews—J M Akermuil~8 Berkstryser—CH Burnham—

you will save dollars instead of cents.

have

:

0

BHA

~ *SCROFULA.
Scrofula Humors,

Will 8. Mount, J. C. Ford, and Alyin Cooper
give us418
their Post Office address?
3
X

A penny saved here and there counts up at the end
of the year. Buy only SILVER TIPPED Shoes and,

help I will try to do

filled

12th to con-

A. P. WHITNEY,

are being formed and the interest is increasing.
Said Sister Prescott, of Jackson, Pa., to me, the
other day: “ Do you think we had better form

January a series of meetings was conducted
by. Rev. J. Woolgry and sRev. D. N. Coats

than

I

It was my privilege to be present at the meeting at Attica when our dear missionaries, Bro.
Marshall and wife and Sister Cilley, were .consecrated to their great life-work, both their work
and ours.
Never shall I forget the words of
Sister Cilley: * I thank you,” said she; *¢ for
your interest in me. Remember me in your

‘During the month of

church is greatly quickened,
recently indulged a hope
meetings are held nearly
with marked manifestations
spirit.

labor

not paid

will please do so then.

0

Publisher’s Notes.

please forward their statistical
Register at that time, Also those

churches that have

re-

spirit, and F am thankful to report an increase
of interest in the mission cause where I have
been trying to labor for the past few months—

ings were appointed, and the result is seen
mn the reclaiming, revival and conversion
of a goodly number. ' Other ministers have

Me.,

and

found among our friends in N, Y. and Pa.

privilege to me to fori

There is a deeper

having

turned to the starting point,—Huntington Q.
M.,—Ifeasel
if I wishédto write to the Star
about it;"as T-would to any other old friend.
Iwish to express my thankfulness to God for

having

first one person came to Christ, extra meet-

GrAY, ME,

and

There is much work to be done there, to be
sure, but I feel a greater interest in home work,
a deeper spirit of earnestness for souls, a greater
determination to work for Jesud anywhere, by

He found it in a low state, but prayer and
effort seem to be reaping their reward. At

SPENCER, Iowa.

Churches will
reports for the

Any

a favor

Post

storm and bad traveling but few were Pjisuent,
Next session at same place (East
Otisfleld),
the first Wednesday and Thursday in June.

for nearly a’

vineyard, tarrying no longer than five weeks in
any one place, everywhere striking as hard

blows as I could for the

June
.

confer

Ridley ani

Eenl rounuid,
1}
Me. N by Hoy.

Rev. Joseph Hutchinson, East Otisfleld, Ale.

O1isrELD OQ, M~Held its last session with
the church at East Otisfleld. By reason of the

Wanderings,

said; and I have felt ever since that I had work

Rev, A. D. Fair-

at Big

H, G. WOODWORTH, (Clerk.

H. Mortox, Clerk of Council.
Account of Some

chureh,

Mr. Jumes
3

by Drug-

MILLERBY

MARRIED

At Estheryiliey ih

place, by writing to the undersigned, stating salary required and when he cgn
commence labor.
.
HENRY CAMPBELL, Ministerial Com.
"West Charleston, Orleans Co., Vt. °

J. N. ROBERTSON, Clerk.

Next session at MoHenry,
tinue over the Sabbath,

{

.

aapossible,

will

ly by the pastor, Eld. J. Phillips, and Eid. J. D.

Address

to the church, Rev. H. Morton; Benediction, by

means,” was said in answer.
done ere this,

is

28.

McHENRY Q. M.—Held its lust session

——

ail,

Address

ter, Mr, William H. Welch and

nomination who is. unengaged
mg,

sen

gis jo

Wanted.
The Freewill Baptist church at West Charleston,
Vt., are in want of’ a pastor to commence labor as

soon

Vandoren, of McHenry

the Candidate,

|

ses-

sion. Chose Cor. Messengers as follows :
To Montville, W. N,
Roberts; Unity, Humphrey Small, Jr.; Ellsworth, W. 8.
Gaon,
*
Next session with South Brook church, June

ordination

to do in India as well as here.

banks, who commenced pastoral labor in
this place about two years ago, reports that
the condition of the church is improving,

with

Hand of fellowship,by Rev. J. Griffin;

prayers, and with

Revivals, &c.

D. P. Haren, Olerk.

Foot, Ill., Feb. 21—23,
The session was one of
interest, and a revival spirit was being enjoyed
in the place. Meetings had been held [feYious-

pensated for the care and toil the mission:
.
J
has cost us.
:
A. H, MORRELL,
;
March 24, 1874.

Fairbanks

to the

your work.”
With tear-wet eyes and a choking sensation at heart, the parting hand was
taken, and the earnest * God bless you” was

hand.
from
need

awaiting still more glorious results,

duy and Friday.

ency and rosy freshnessto the
.
Hous of ‘the . 100,18 »o injutioous. Sol
old

ST. JOSEPH’S VALLEY Y. M. will hold its next ses
sion with the church at Kinderhook, in the Steuben
and Branch Q. M., Solmencing Nay 20,at 2 o’clock,
P.M. Ministers’ Association.
Thursday preceding.
Friends and delegates will he met at Coldwater, on
Thursday afterneon. Tho¥®
who caf not Somply
with this arrangement can notify W, B. Chapel,
Kinderhook, Mich.
D.P. HATCH, Clerk,

on Sabbath,
the 15th, in the following order:
Sermon,by Rev. 8. Rogers; Ordaining prayer,
by Rev. 8. Rogers; Charge, by Rev. H. Morton;

a Woman's

aided, and Bro.

Bridge-

the 1st Mouroe church. Had an intereiting

proceeded

filled with great joy,and we are richly com-

Mir ViuLage, N. H.

of

year past, laboring as spare band in the Master's

Bro.J.D.
Ve-

(licentiate) preaches there.

and others,

take,

MADAME
DE ROSSA'S

:

er

preceding.
Those wishing
to attend will - be
met at Homer and Clarendon stations, Thurs-

ProsPECT Q. M.—Held its Feb. session

I bave

which shall have especially in view the high- | namber, all heads of families, but two, and
ost sueeoss of our
New England denomi- still several others are awaiting baptism.
national interegé,
therefore,
.
Resolved, 1 Juat we approve the holding The prospect looks encburaging here at
present.
»
S. ALDRICH.
nvention.

anton Of this body that the

A

Next session gt the New Haven church, May
| 22, 1874, at 2, P: M.
L. A. ALLOR, Clerk,

The council appointed by the Washington Q.
M. to meet with the Spring Creek church for the
examination of Bro. E. B. Wheeler,” met with
said church March 14, and after a very satisfac-

a precious

Whereas, it is contemplated holding a
Ermira, N.Y. It was a profitable day
convention in Bostqp the Jast week in May
next, to consider the propriety of forming to our interest here last Sabbath, the 15th.
a New England Free Baptist Association, . Twelve good members. were added to our

Of er

:

An

On Rev. J. M. Brewster's resigning
gaththe clerkship, a vote of thanks was returnnumed by the Institute to him for his services,
conand Rev. J. A, Stetson was chosen to fill nected, or baying been, with the Storer
Normal school, and contemplate the great
the vacancy. Adjourned until 2 o'clock.
The afternoon session was opened with changes that have passed over them, and
prayer -by Rev. B. Phelon, after which the good that must result from their influence upon the people of color in this and
Rev. Geo. W. Wallace presented a sketch
on the text assigned—1 Jobn 1 : 9.—Rev, other lands, in time to come, our hearts are

M. W. Burlingame read a paperon amuse-

hopeful.

amount of $16.70.

*

by the Umion' church
water, Towa.

BERRYVILLE.

werd added

discourse of the pre-

vidus evenipg.

ne

encouraging - and

inter-

churches ‘were

Ba

§5 cents per bottle.

are the
es
~0.
r. The Duty of the Pastor
People,~L.D. Felt. The Distinction between
General and Special Piovidences,~R. Cooley. The
floncy of the
Holy Spirit in Regeneration and
Sanctification,—Prof.G. 8. Bradley, The Duty of
Parents as to the moral Training | tl
ren,
4 Par
ams, The Nation A moral Dogs ity—
+N,
orth.
Ques
~Prof.
G,
Bradley. - All ministers
in the Y. M. h
as
siguments will furnish a sketch
of a sermon.
ECITATIONS :—Kidder’s
Homiletics, 13th chapter,—R. Cooley, teacher. Havew’s Intellectual Philosophy, Lesson, On the
- Sensib)
8,~R. Clark
teacher. Haven’s Moral Philosop
Prof. G.S.
Bradley,
teacher.
Butler's Theology,~B.
D,
- Lewes, teacher.
: G. H. HUBBARD, Sec,

are still laboring arid praying for taken up for thé cause of Home Missions, to the

greater manifestations.”

Also, on the 15th inst., the Free Baptist

.

Malcom,

heart, the

occasion became one of most subduing, delightful, profitable experjences.

tist Denomination. It called out remarks
from Rev, Messrs. M. W. Burlingame, C.
S.

And the voice giving

expression to sentiments of,the

ten and important paper, touching some
vital points in the success of the Free Bap-

Mariner,

deeply

enjoyed. The reports from

Ordination,

with

8. Perkins, J.

are those for whom we have been

% Wit ‘WALKER, Clerk.

- Plea

.

ton,
e Physical E
Moulton. Modern Skepti:
The Tendency of the
ri
da Di

OXFORD Q. M.~Held its last session with the
| Bruce
church, Feb, 20. A
meeting was

w

free to all Christians of different denominations present.
The appropriate song. of

reading of a

and Ministers

Among the number

extent of our ability.

erthoteto
reiGltivis Wore adopted, pledges of
were
0 the co
A
o

statis

evening of 18th of Feb.; also, the gift of $88.85

great and precious is {his work amongst

Mariner, “On supplying

Churches with Pastors

made new in Christ Jesus.

material aidto the

ti

a,

The Institute listened to the reading of the freedmen !
COMMUNION.
an essay by Rev. B. Phelon, of Providence, |
"
At
night,
the Lord's Supper was made
on “Church Discipline.” : It was an excelAlso to the

Several we trust have been

ofR, WP

before.

church, Feb,
REV. C, L. RusseLr and wife lately, received Inst session with He Spring Arbor
tes was chesen moderator.
a donation valued at $100, from their
ends ia | 18-15, I. P.
Nearly all the churches were represenjed by let
| Champlin, Minn,,for which they express grati- ter and delegates. But few ep the ministering
"tude,
2%
hi
pr brethren of the Q. M. were present, nevertheless
At 3 o'clock, Pp. M,, more than eighty met
Rev, & Mrs. R. A. COATS express. their a very profitable season was enjoyed. Collecfor missions,$10.00,
!
in Chapel Hall, for “conference,” where a wirmest thanks to friends in Spencer, Iowa, and tious
~ Next session with the Cook’s Prairie ¢hurch,
large number spoke of their interest in vicinity, for a generous donation of $90.84 the April 2426, Ministers’ Association, Thursday

that owingto various - causes the audience
was not larger. The services closed with
‘the singing of the doxology and the bene-

paper by Rev, J.

‘pledge

to Us on account of the increases interest in the4 8. school, which seems to be rising higher; and

_ On Sabbath;
the 22d inst.,the Free Baptist

led’

8. That we will mak
08 in Bape
ing with this new and additiot¥edemsnd, and in teach that the Time Will
8
to Hillsdale Coll
¢ Arise’ and build,” -itants of the Earth will. come

‘The present winter has been one of interest

BAPTISM. *

~. hering to the simple and practical aspects
.of the gospel, and of presenting the ' spirit-

lent production.

langer resources than

trust ave striving to lve: lives of devotion to

dwelling with special emphasis and brill-

KEEP

on hand, and your
‘will instantly ©
in the bowels, wind colic, &e.

|3

«Divectness of Purpose

i

4, that they have always, in their deepest church have been years of gradual and unintersignificance, - been moral and religious rupted prosperity, both temporal and: spiritual.
n
stia
rather
than theelogical or organic in their We have been enabled to build a comfortable
Chri
the
in
house of worship, and dedicate it free from debt,
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tive, and
‘drinking, card:playing
]
.
would not talk, ’ I fear.”
:
:
.
b
that terrible

;

|

could

!

ion.”

Of care and loss and pain,

an
2

they

|

with her, just this once ?”

| come home

where all felt free to give his or her opin- | goodness and sin.

Not mindless of the growing years

3

Chris-

. | prayer and the remainder in a social

2

than

;

drive

wickedness

and

“Idleness

was

Zoey :

:

Tad.

The first fifteen minutes was devoted to | not leave her except at your door !”

. The patience of immortal love

Bolter
etter

without

ing too wuch, will you let her go,and I will

and elsewhere.

the Bible

find about it in

;

His low voice speaks within—

youn g

all

up

ed and each one looked

His light shines on me from above,

my

"|
~'
own fault if you do.”
asked
"
there
go
going | “What makes folks ever

Fales, but as she

«‘I know that, Mr.

to
'TaE LAND oF THE, WHITE ELEPHANT is the De Wyshty ta the. tiie of her happy return
NatuliVe | couse his wife i ved nl "ioe “With bim ®
title of » book that foversel“It viientul
is; a personal nar. month,and then spent
will
a year and a half in homeof t miss reading.
rative hardly

. Asia, as in It baye been taken
south-eastern
| _.some
He was just turning over a new leaf when
of the long steps by which th
:
ain't 3 going to get a motion of
He met. with us : one | ‘She3
| ynibe loll, Seba y Whidh fist Wedery
A subject was assign- | Tunning out nights, for I won't have that.” | behold! one of Mrs. Béech’s convention
| 4 jittle more than a year ago that the kings of of its authorship is doubtless much like that of
celthe
through
up
walking
was
pies
wince
you can

tians in-our church.
evening each week.

:
self-indulgent

had

AND

MuIDEY

THE

et, Wo had Komeito her father’s house to col-

)

New York.

your

It will be

to the | . “] hope you never will.

down

to go

Minnie

allow

would

by

tried

of 271
Mead, New York, have published a book
MARRIED

Pages, Sulftied

Me bart hil a vell} Sars and ent:

I shall never

«But I hope

if you

“to ask you

right, | not to notice his remark,

are

that

except

but we

pastor,

my own

Before
icme, evenasis behind,
vod
Goud is, und 2ll Is Well.

How tushed Lay

hak

er Wh hi TRESS MILTON, Which hy! AFTERWARDS rise
; “That I came from the—the—¥rom down | cident to ea age EY
The
believes that the historical statements from | beam of light upon the unsettled question. Powthere, you krow,” answered Tad.
S
book is in the form of a diary, which Miss
|
liable,
re
are
reached
are
conclusious
such
['which
forget
they
whether
matter
any
isn’t
«Jt
*Tom Fales is my name,”said he grufily.
the period from her
can test the basis of his belief by examining the | ell herself kept, andthecovers
«I came up, Mr. Fales,” said May, trying | or not, if you do right.”
** most beautifulle” young
work, which is published by Asa. K. Butts & Co., first meeting with
go back.”

:

«IT know of none

:

:

’

and there has been the usual difference of opinion as to where the blame chiefly lay. Dodd &

ipdividuals, but components; what we call death

Sworely

“ Yow must have laid some plan; let me | one of my best scholars I thought I should there,” answeréd Mr, Beech, halfintent
x
hear it and I will modify it if you wish.” | enjoy having her there, and if it is not ask- | his next Sunday's sermon.

1 grieve not with the moaning wind

:

!

°

but what you

do. ?

The Winter winds are wailing low
:
Its dirges in my ear.

How

omestic

br the

del

ire

WHO Wictaty hen

| % J3 Mh

such evils

other

and

he-| ishmentsin a future state”; ‘* there is only One
he | Man upon the earth; what we call men are not

|'* “Forget what?" asked Mr. Bgech.

meetings.”
ail ready for work if you will tell us what to "to any of your ranting religious

Lies dead my latest year;

from
To sigh for lack and loss.

;

brown | he spelled above them, |

door of the. low

Bible class with me ?”
can reach them
«We came in for you to do that; we are | . My girl is good enough

Beneath the moonlight and the snow

ay
tFeasures still

religion

slavery,

you shall not come in. x.
‘Mr. Fales, [ believe:

Can you suggest any way we

Miss Elton.

3

No waITTiER
:
dy

NE
Nor turn

4X

might | War

indeed, he

WORM! Yeo,
:

§ fou ithe

forg
ave forgotten
that he had, 3 if the s boys boys a at | have exerted upon it, and the aathor's deduc- |' 0 op “apy I
mile, but if I may y win | have
the

mile

people | out, clesed the door in her face, as if to say,

not bear to be shut out from Christian sym-

:

Emptier cups of love to fill.

.

{

oe

a long | of an almshouse ?” and,

will

*It

Mr. Fales answered her knock and stepping | thought out loud.

expect professors to talk of it and‘are of teh
disappointed if they do not, for they tan

i

good

she tapped at the

for young

« Pardon me, but P think young

be lonely

M7 STO3 S16 Wel wi ig

this once.

church :; | walk, for it isa

my

force it.”

¥
: Seldots en 0S hewrt
gelf-forgetting, seeking only

Ouiwenrfing mortal sia,

and persuade

| Wp there
|

so, | come down

«I wonder if they'|Wever forget it!”
scuffling and
'| people are always fearful lest the subject | house, for within was much
thinking oue’ day so hard that
was
|
oaths.
with
mingled
words
angry
‘shall be mentioned, and it will not do to | loud,
;

Soon the rusty lock shall yield.

As if a loss befell ;

Un

i seription, ond allowing the mind ol

It will depend upon circumstances,

‘mot Be.

and

the teaspoons,

and frolicking among

(%,

*

®

y

>

LY

life. The martyr-i ries which underlie it.
| of the phenomena of savage
she would go'| glass and said to himself, “Who would
in the influenes which
thinking of the child andhersaid
inside | dom of the race appears
A
.
a
fathergo leu her | euess, now, that you'd ever seen the

a}

.

specially

so cautiously,

them

approach‘

All its treasures long concealedPo
:
# One key fails, then try another,

Birthday.

;

g

:

4

ip

§

h.

T

have been
Chiatios Dickens
10 exceptional
in whic
well nigh
su be sumedi up by his own stafomenits ., || Sheard
that “MAY
| «choo! iad not sometimes entertained them. | Hon"
9 i Shale
meh
for,
nd
Brg
pk
tastes
Gu.
Ju,
ie
Tiga
it when | worship ao
except through my sermons. , We have to | Her heart almost” failed her, however, as | selves with unseemly allusions to
not immortal, there are no rewards and no pun- | This feature of John Milton's life is well known,

‘Where we least expect to find.

My

:
i

pr

shall not mind it I”
as yet I have seen no way to reach them | her sonl for Jesus I mg

tlosort SmPACS

g

you

5

I am

people.

ui
for I look to them to build up

Closed the Bort ooR of thy brother,

.

very

« Tam

in our young

fact
:
Fairly sought, , some some point of-conind;
th

(

$a
£4

Cas

J

Perhaps |

them kindly,and upon hearing their errand
said :
are interested

:

All their treasure they |will h give.

a
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[Saad

to present the matter | ji, "But even then much iyEC Lega
big as a castle when he got to the: head | found he must, inorder’
Liet us talk with'Mf. Huntoon about it.” | Minnie, I shall pray for you, will you : pray | asof his
a out Sf pently all teacher, and as teachers of that class are'so few
SSoure
sive
gently
Hite)
best
his
on
put
he
Sundays
classes.
Flot
in the
“ Very well, let us go now.” Accord- for yourself?
at worth
ory we can not seé much pfactical
summary of uni
so bright that you could us, in realit
y
{ suit, with buttons
Fo
!
suggestand
mie)
Thuy.
an
still
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x
received
od
He
him.
id
upon
oy Mirra
| ingly they called
After tea Miss Elton found herself still | see your face in (hem, and looked in the corabinsd

|

.
ond id ihe Fin]
"Breathe for you.tib sweet perfumdlly

&

1,

3

#

One might ‘God;;to help you to, do right!
to kip
must be favorable
apd useful things. Desiring 10 | tions of spirit,
great? many
and ‘dimples—|
smiles; school,
ofdistrict
littleoffbundle
awent
yet !||| just
come to. down.
fou
let
will
something :
younfather
|
there isss
out hisnew experience and id reflections, he ure, unle
meeting,
write
|
felt
prayer
and
people’s
t
young
#
the
to
sigges
and
#
‘but,
tea;
home
go
must
and.1
late
is
It
|
school,
}
in
:
;
.
but, we haven't a single professorPd
“1 gm sure I.don’t know!

is not with you?
Mat the fault

Hobs ene

TTL.
3

practical philosophy
dead yet speaketh,’ smd that brings me | *Well,Mib#i¥,there'is one thing that you | shining upon the flowers on the old-fashion- | THE MARTYRDOM OF MAN, by Winwood | their presence. is The.whole
summed up in'the statement, out'of | of the method
grew
which
book
a
ngme.of
the
fs
Route,
just
had
they
if
as
looked
they
till
china
ed
|
think
can
you
bed
to
go
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after
do,
can
|
do
we’
,
shall
What
question
first:
bagk to my
which hardly anybodys##ll -deny, that thie gen.
ight
After phen Ta hyo
over what we read about here, and then ask | bloomed out under its Influence.”
"|
li
now
ages Symiclons :
hy
that he’ kissed little Becky, who seemed | among. the natives, learning, as he -tells wa es

*

cortal

a

|

APY
»

room, His idéa was to impart moral culture by
Liter ary R eview :
| fresh morning, and heard tke. birds setting |
object and ‘word teacliing, taking the word
| their every-day affiirs to. music. Then he
black, for stance,in its figurative meaningsot
| went in to breakfast, where the sun-light
may be something more said about rico: Ry Sea Sud also Wy Styounding, hig
over the white cloth, and | There
| was caperingbread
look as if it was buttered, | some of ‘these books hereafter, and. there quay Fttings wit wor . hd rh Jd yh Sit
| making the
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:

By

hy

#4] I am gone it may bie Baidiof me ghe being | self.”
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?

Ele I” and the girl's face was
\ghame, “there are so many
gery night drinking and
and by father
ASO
myhikedoany it,light
:

Miss
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| mo
swear]
|| doesn’t'®

| its being the better for their haying lived
in it? Look atthe numbers that die yearly.
A slight ripple is made among their immeforandto then
diate
so livetheythatarewhen
do want
Oh of!.1 friends.
gotten..cirgle

“Misunderstood.
e—————
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Let me try Win the curtain
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come ?"
5
« Father saysif

:

Iam

‘

\
gone

all day,

I

)

«pve on

Tad.
guessed d Tad.
“

)

Well, not exactly. He's to weed

th

d

the

and pick over potatoes, and bring
for he can't | g,13en,
stay at home atherenight,
must
’ me
ter, and run to the store; he's to eat
h
alone.”
way down
trust
“ Well, dear, tell me
come; for?”

«1 want

what you wish

them

to hear

sing

and

tell

about Jesus.”

¢* And do you want to love Jesus?”
Again the ready tears came and the - child
said: ¢ ¥ wantsto love dim as you do,

pray, Lthinkhe is, right in the"
n;
Wheyou
room and youare talking to Him,”

“ May God give you grace to love Him

far better than do 1, Minnie,

but

you need

not come to the meeting to find" him;

he

have fail- | will come to vou in your own home if. you

will ask bim, If your father does not “think
* +¢ Can you call it less than a failure when | it best for you to come ouf, you can’ read
:
2 man or woman leaves this world with out
; | and; pray there.”

ed.”

2,

!

clean clothes, and to have

best

a

between tion.
faithfully sketched, and the difference
ghty n
p
y for better or worse, and
‘took y you both
OW | gohappy and a churlish disposition, incidentally | , o
’
;
;
y

suit

for

catechism,

and

say

his

to school week-days,

and

to hang up his

~

|

¢

:

~The Rising Star.

|
’

ny

| Suns

IN

nh

:

And Tad kept his.word. Inthesummer he
was oulbof bed with the sun, and sometimes
before.

He weeded the strawberries

in the

boyish

impatience, Aud

somehow;

; Specimens

51 Site
of

Gladstone’s Defeat; The Cu-

ban War; Expenditures of the Government for

Last Fiscal Year; Newspaper Postage; Our Na-

Growth ; Rebel History ; Platform of the

ns

i

ad

id

is gone, shadows of the evening fall behind
us, and the ‘World seems

but

3

dim

dering off to thpse other scenes, in; whichthe
Magazine figured so prominently

and on which

he sunshine still seems to be faMiog ro pleas:

of a great hope is like the setdeal for a small boy. Do you think you can tingTheof setting
the sun, "The brightness of our life
Got alien.
iin
:
:

~w] gan try,” said he; and so the bargain

wenty | Section of Texas;

first Thursday évening of each month with gen-

uinely

Follies.”

stocking on Christmas eve. That's a good

was made.

Fi

tional’
Mr. Dawes
Postal Telegraph;
“1t shall be thrown away. You shall | we have tried to follow Litile Peachblossom in | National Grange;
her rambles through the Park, we couldn't kéep | in the Role of a»Reéformer; The Centennial;
never see it nor hear of it again.”
in the Patent Office; Appendix.—WashBut Tad never forgot it,— From. “Matt's | in hier company at all, but were constantly wan- | Reform

prayers

every night; and he's to” keep his tongue
from telling ftbs and his bands from taking
‘what does not belong to him. He is to go

Magazine’

edit # The Boys and. Girls
“I can't | Ye 880, and which ave used to wait for on the

bear it—"

Sunday ; he's to go to meeting all day, and

learn the

1
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Water,
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1 and interesting objects in Central Park’ ave | _ \ 0' Bo 4

erbread and doughnuts? |' po pc owas because she was naughty?
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§ antly. «
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| Roberts Brothers
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.
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ington : Republic Publishing Co.
Tae NURSERY. A monthly - magazine

Good-by

lave lately brought out the | |

man made

Old Winter; What a Horse had for

neheon; Behind the Bars; Transplanted; The,

third edition of the RECORD‘OF , MR. ALCOTT'S |: pajjoon;

8crooL.

for

youngest readers, Contents: The First of April;
Baby-Land; The Canary

and the

The methods by which, this gentle: | youge; Why Henry got Home Late; How the
himself

so successful

with a. certain

W o look | ass of pupils and ina certain department of

Dok

had hig

Likeness

taken;

Christine’s

Mgnder Papa’s Helmet; The Greedy Dog;

Fair j

Lost

tion itself—a broader shadow.
the Woods; Tasso; The Boy who was hard (0 :
activity, are here set forth In the form of | inPlease
forward into the coming lonely. might: the | mental
; Dolly and Dot; Spring Voioes.~Boston
0 diary which Mr. Alcott himself kept while
soul

withdraws

itself.

Then

stars

and (he night is holy.—Longfellow,

arise,

| workingout his experiment in his Boston school- | 544 1,. Shorey.
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| Literary Hiscellany. :
John Stuart: Mill.

:

(ee—1

.

The followingis taken from an article in
the Edinburgh Review on Mr.. Mill's Anrid
d
tobiography: © Yyehem
In early. life, the ‘houses he most freuented were those of Mrs. Grote, Mrs,

THI MORNING STAR, APRIL 1, 1574.

CHA

———

} the cars as soon as emptied, ‘You see,’
said he, ‘this train which has just come in.
The passenge rs ave gone, and I want,to
know if the baggage

is, taken out.’

touched a stop and rang a bell (as he said)

600 feet distant.

is out,’ he
struck once,
must order
locomotive
see it move. * He

the

might have been

greatest

of signal

®indness,

advantage

to

him, and we belieye he was not insensible

to it. But from the moment’ he devoted
himself éxclusively to what he calls ‘the
most valuable friendship of my life,” these
ties

were

broken,

> Whatever

may

have

been their regard for. Mill, these ladies
found it impossible to countenance or receive a woman who had
placed herself in

“so equivocal a

position.

She, like all wom-

add parenthetically) designate the locomotives of the

Harlem,

Hudson

River,

and

New Haven roads, and are the signals to
back

down

and

connect

with

trains.

‘I

am now about ‘to send out a passenger
train,’ contibued the operator; ‘a half
hour ago I struck twice to open the doors
and let the passengers pass from the sitting-room
to the cars. Now I shall soon
close that very door, but first I must stop

checking

baggage.

A small knob

was

en who find
themselves at war with society, and who have braved its prejudices
aud its laws, resented the exclusion she
had drawn upon hersélf, the more so as-it:
was always
maintained that there was

‘the next trunk that comes must wait for
.another train, There (another touch with

Mill.

the ‘‘close-the-door bell”

“nothing
indeed

crimida}

in her intercourse with

ill, of course, took her

was absolutely

part,

governed

and

by her,

and the consequence was altotal interrup-

tion of intercourse with some of those

who

had been to him through life the kindest
of friends. - So bitter was his own

feeling on the subject, that under no. eircumstances would he allow this inter-

course to be renewed, even by letter.

There is no guide to a man more danerous thn a woman to whom he is fondy attached, and who has cast off the re-

straints of social, if not of moral, .obliga-

tions. Her mind is. in a state of revolt
against all. received opinions; she seeks to
bend all truths and principles to cover her
own obliquities; and she fancies that all
the rest of mankind are in' a conspiracy of
hypoerisy or prejudice against her. = Mt.
Mil informs us that his celebrated treatises
on “Liberty” and the ‘Subjection of women,” which he regards as the most finIshed of bis works,
so much of his own

were the product, not
mind, as the lady who

- had inspired him with
sion.
We
entirely
main objeet of the
prove that ‘‘the sole
kind are warranted in
liberty of action

an indomitable pasbelieve him,
he
former treatise is to
end for wnich maninterfering with the

of any

of

their

members

is self-protection ; that the only purpose for
which power can be rightfully exercised
over any memberof a civilized community

against his will is to prevent harm to oth-

ers; and to justify any such compulsion’ or
penalty, his conduct must be calculated to

produce evil fo some one. else;
over himself, over his own body and mind, the in-

dividual is sovereign”—
of course whether
for good or for evil. We hold this to be a
false and detestable principle in morals,
for it
ameunts to this, that no action is bad. or
immoral in itself, but only in so far as it
tends to injure other men;
snd that the
penalties with which society visits the actions it regards as immordl Iu “tnemserves
are unjust.

But it is not our present

pose to argue this point; we

merely.

pur-

wish

to point out, as a charmeeteristic of Mill's

‘own life and eonduct, that this {doctrine
Sprang up in his mind (as mady of his
-opinions did, though perhaps unconsciously) from a personal sympathy, and that
the principle contended for in this book is
precisely that which covers illieit actions,
which may be sinfifl, though they

others
again,

inflict on

no pesitive loss or -injury.
So,
his_book on the ‘‘Subjection of

Women” is evidently

inspired by a “very

low experience of the position and iufluence of women in society; by an entire

ignorance of true domestic life;

and bya

touched - by

his finger.

‘Now,

the finger), the baggage

said

car is hauled

he,

out

and switched on to the right track. «Five
minutes more and she is off, Here goes

(ata touch) ; no

one passes in after this.

Now I say “‘all

aboard,” ’ (a teuch)
. and we hear -the

dis-

tant voice of the conductor echoing through

the vaulted roof,

‘Now

it meves' (anoth-

er touch), and the rumbling movement
was immediately perceptible, and in a few

moments the train left the station
As the
cars go up the road they signal their progress by ringing bells in the same office until they have got through the city streets,
and thus give assurance of a clear track
for all that may follow. The station will
contain twelve trains of thirteert cars

each,

and by ‘means of this wonderful system
they are all managed with dispatch and
safety.—T'roy Times.

Metz and Strasbourg.
-

———

A contributor to the London Z%mes, who
has been visiting Alsace and Lorraine,
writes :
About twenty-five thousand

of the

most

wealthy French inhabitants and well-to-do
trades-people, chiefly, have left Metz, and
about

the same

of the poorer

number,

sort

chiefly,

of German

ple, have taken their

places.

perhaps,

trades-peo-

French - peo-

ple are, however, still leaving as they are
able to arrange their affairs, and not a few
shops are now closed, from their occupants
having left, and no new owners have as yet
arrived to take their place,
Much about the same sort of change has
occurred at Strasbourg, and to a similar
extent, but as far as I could

ascertain,

the

new comers from other parts of Germany
have outnumbered those who have left.
The demand for houses there increases, and

many new ones are now. being built, besides those which are being rebuilt with invitvasod

dasvmoiona,

battered down
city.

an

in

the

the

pe

TE

‘

The old fortifications of Strasbourg, con-

structed by Vauban in
the town

was

1682, the vear after

taken

by the

French,

aud

which served it so little when Germany
was retaking it nearly two hundred. years
afterwards, will speedily be Aro) ised
and the town
extended.
had
the
opportunity - of seeing
something
of
the mew

earthworks

and

stone fortifica-

tions, which are commanding
to the town, about

two

miles

approaches

off,

on

ele-

vated sités and which ‘will make another
bombardment of the town impossible by

any . future enemy.
The exterior
forts
around Melz, placed on most commanding situations,
are receiving similar atten-

desire to release women from. the permanent obligations of the Matiage | ie and of
their . natural condition.
his vein of {ion by being placed. in the best possible
thought maybe traced in all Mill's later condition by the Germans, and the interior
writings it rendered lis interest in the forts will most probably be demolished, as
St. Simonians and the Comtists not only the Strasbourg ones certainly will.
One traveling, as I have done, through
intense, but personal ; it completely changed his views even of the
mental prin- Alsace-Lorraine, can not but be impressed
ciples of morals; and it b
t him at most deeply with the exceedis ricliness
last to what he terms a modified
Socialism, and value of the two great provinces of
both as regards marr
and property. nearly two million people, which poor, unThe subject is one also
licate a nature fortunate France has lost. Ona of them
that no eritie, in sn madvetiing upon: his contains the chief seats of eotton and other
works, would have thought
it right to manufactures, and the other abounds ‘in
point out the true origin of his doctrines, richness of coal and iron. It is said, but I

if he had not himself related in the clear-

can

not

vouch

for

the

statement,

that

est language the course of life which led " Alsace and Lorraine brought a net annual
him to adopt them. But itis impossible to revenue to France of £4,000,000 sterling,
read the burning lines be has dedicated to and all this is lost, besides having to pay
his Egeria without acknowledging that, if the Germhan demand of £200,000,000 as the
his intellect
was stwong,
his passions Germany money cost of this grievously sad
were stronger than his intellect, and that war.
he would have sacrificed to them the laws A
which ave the basis of society, and th

employed all the subtlety of his dialectical
faculty to justify the action;”

purpose of deceiving

not for the

the” world,

«deluding himsell,

but of

A Railroad Signal Office.
.

fy
@

The Signal gfe

iu the Grand

Central

Depot, N. Y, 45 & room at the northern entrance, abge¢
thirty feet above the pavement, 1#18 reached by a narrow
passage-

and when you
way frod the west side,
made
of ip¥ it you see a sight which
sé,
le
surpri
Jon#&0 into an unmistakab

|

Imitation

Loking down the depot there was a space
‘more than 600 feet extent by 200 feet
dreadth, covered wifh an iron roof, und

‘lighted from the top, Trains of cars’ were
coming and going incessantly, but no confusion was perceptible, and everything, as
my friend said, ‘‘went on like clock-work,”
There ave two operators in service here,
relieving each other during a tour of duty,

in Literature.

antiquated

law report, not long since, we were much
interest) by the report of a very learned,
very

abstruse, and very lengthy

discussion

of the rights of literary property. The discussion took a philosophic turn, and the disputants argued and wrangled in a manner
that would have done credit to metaphysicians, and which,

had

they

been

philoso-

phers instead of lawyers, would have ima
mortalized their dispute.
Thé question which they were exercised
upon was whether the style and ideas of an

author are tangible things, or whether they

(EL ASE DE A ZR

can be property.
How, argued they, can
which extends from A. M. to 11 at night, they be property, since it is obviously not
their motions being regulated by u large possible for possession to be taken, or any
gi
vastly, -elock.
The , genilemsy, in act of occupancy made, on mere ideas P
Nothing, sid they; can ‘be property uncharge received. us Jou. Bo itely,but
before we had:
ly th
him. we heard less it have bodily substance; the air and
the shar an “rapid ring “* a bell over- the light, to which they likened an author's

head,
was marked
‘Ninety-sixth to ideas, are comnon to all. They also comSeventy-fifth ‘street.’ “You ‘dee,’ said the pared the ideas of an author, while he’ rein his own possession,
to birds in
-operator, ‘there is a train coming
in, and: tained them

Lia

it wants to know if ‘we

awe

ready for

it.’

, ‘But how does it ring that bell ?" said’ Jones.

‘By electricity,’ was, the roply. “This is
Mall's patent, which works like a charm.’
Ina few minutes.

was

matked

‘Sixty-first

bell rang.
to

frees

them,

Je

looses

‘The

train’

ed passenger, ‘aig,

now

all

and it can be no” violation of
one to appropriate them.
It ri beck “any

Fifty-sixth

Steandly got

hy Ih

reports

and pone ordered

vot

and expressing the thoughts of othér
$y

»

.

SADIE;

men,

and’ peacefully

\

daughter

sleeps
in|"
C
)

y

:

of J. Wilkinson, died

and leaving scratches on the rocks

its

passage downward.

The remarkable

thing about the moving

though any

Jesus, “Also, ou the 12th,

during

was a promising little childs,

mass is, that. al) nt of

_:CLARA

it is hard an haiti Is under the pressure
of ils own weight, it is to a certain extent
| viscous or rather plastic, and,
taken as i

CRUMB,

Price
50 cts.

glides and winds its way forward with less
or more velocity, according to the degree

sudden,
sad bereavement

11

EN LARGED

family.

Although

EDITION

Father

to her neighborhood,

10 her church and to her

$4.50 per dozen.

Boring

the

pontifical seal; as containing

he conversed much

on

the

subject

and told his friends that when

of

over

He leaves a wife in feeble health with whom
hud shared thé joys

and

sorrows

of life

¥

than haifa century, and ten children

Arrangements

he

May

this sudden

and

to mourn

They may be

we

more

diligent

ecclesiastics

came

a

Prince

of

the

her-blessed, -

Jang, wife of Bro. Demevitt Place,

months,

She was converted forty years ago and

58 years

and 9

One

hundred

Holy

tassel, the color of the pomegranate - biossom, The silence was broken by the joy| ful shouts of the multitude. Some of the
peasants fell on their Knees and folded their
‘hands ecstatically, offering up
prayers that
sounded like econjurations.
Others drew

tude.

forth pictures of their holy protectors, most-

and

Many friends for miles

around

Strafford

made ber what she was, and it is,

WILLIAM

Board

Not more than a
.

SARAH J., wifeof Dr. Edwin A. Hill, died
suddenly. in East Killingly, Jan. 25,
aged 50
ears,
She
was born
in Gilmanton, N. H.
arly in life she professed faith in Christ and
united with the F. B. church in Lowell, Mass.
With great fortitude she bore all the frials of
life. Tt could well be said of her, * She enduredas-seeing him who is invisible”?
Some more
than four years ago, she and her youngest child
were on a steamboat when all on board expected to find a watery grave. Bat.God preserved
her life, although she was afterwards called to
part with this child, who passed on before her
to the home of the redeemed.
Sister Hill was a

constant

attendant

upon

public

often spoke of her interest in the

«

services,

leaves

almost

relatives

a

23

husband,

to

years,

beloved

three

mourn

her

children

death.

by

May

She

NEW

these. be

JEREMIAH LANE, of Loudon, N. H,, died in
Concord, Sabbath morning, March 15, 1874, aged
78 years. Bro. Lave was a native of Chichester. In 1826, he was married and moved on to
a farm in Loudon, where he resided, in the same
house, until a few weeks before his death; and
during the ‘Whole forty-nine years there was not
a death in. his family, which consisted of himself
‘and wife and four children,~~two sons and two |.

More than

thirteen years ago.-he gave his heart to Christ
and beeame a member of the Freewill Baptist
church in Loudon, which relatiofi he sustained
as a worthy, active member until death removed
him to the elarch abovey
He was: a subscriber

and

years.

a ¢onstant repdér of

the Star

His voice was often

ALSO

house of God, on Sabbath morning, as had long
been his custom when in heath, he went up to

the
general
assembly
in heaven to join in
purery nobler worship there. © Appropriate fu-

It contains 224

CALLED

found

by

relatives and friends.

a large

DEA. A. J. ABBOTT

mourning

died in

circle

Com.

Winsor,

Nov. 8, 1873, in the 75th year of his age.
Abbott was born in Washington, ©range

Vt.; convertediut the

8. G. GARDNER,

age of 24 under the labors

esteemed.
6

She came to the grave

:

Dover,

N. H.

~ PRICE OF

Iowa,

of Kid. N. Bowls.
Inthe year 1840, he removed
to Elgin, Kane Co., Ill., where he served as
Dea. of the church for apumber of years, He was

“M. was highly

5246

,

i"

particulars, address

:-

-

-

-

-

-

«8.00
3.00
«
10.00
2.00
6.00
1.50
1.50

on
re-

its arof the

parts

of the country,

and
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. WHITESTOWN

SEMINARY.

The 32d Academical year
March

of this

institution

23rd.

will

?

Principal, to

the

:

Gospel

English.

assistance

Send for Catalogue.

J. 8. GARDNER,
Whitestown, N. Y., Feb. 11, 1574.

theological

CHRISTIAN

Principal.
10

BAPTISN

islittle book has been revised by the author.ds

381

been

clothed in am-entirely new dress, and

avery

comely

appearance.

It should

présents

be

every

Baptist family.
Let every pastor and church-mem
L.G. JORDAN, A.M,, Principal, with three Assist
ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful
ants.
»
book.
Price, in ¢loth, only 25 cts.; mn paper covers
1 15 cts.
Spring Term begins,
-- Jan. 6.
Postage extra; on the former, 4 cts., on the
latter 2 cents
Summer Term begins,
=
= Mar. 30.

TREATISE.
‘The New-Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference, can now be had

and Theological

School,

affords

on application, for 25 ceiits for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for singleof ofie,
4 cents each for two
ders are solicited

advan-

7

The FALL TERM of this Institution commented
Tuesday, August 19, 1873, and continue eleven weeks,
under the instruction of

Mis,

M.

E. FLINT,

Teacher

of

.

AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:
or, the

Biblical acoount of Man’s

tested by Scientific Theories of his O

i

quity,
one vol.,

Instrumental
Music.

v

|*

Creation

and

Anti

Joseph P. THOMPSON,
D. D,, LLD,
12mo.
Price, $1. Will be sent prepaid I"

post, on receipts of price, by

everything necessary td fit one for college or a prac-

>

INSTITUTE.

soe

N

I. G. N. FISK, Teacher of Vocal Mpnsic.
The course of studies in this sohcol embraces
tical business life!

LAPHAM

Or-

The SPRING TERM, of 13 weeks, éommence on
Monday, Mar. 23, 1874.
:
.
Complete courses of study for both sexes.
{
Gi. H. RICKER, Prin.
North Scituate, R, I,, Feb. 8, 1874,

LEBANON ACADEMY.
LOCATED AT WEST LEBANON, ME.

G. W. FLINT, A. B., Principal.
Miss SARAH C. GILMAN, Assistant.

or more copies.:
”
:

I. D, STEWART.

iol

SOMETHING NEW !

laces of resort conducive to idleness and pernicious

The
present
presenting the
parents and
fnalif fied to fit
n life.

"

?

[1

4.50

Common

to large villages and cities.

management take great pleasure in
Corps of Teachers to the attention of
guardians and the public, as eminently
scholars for every honorable position
dw

’

TERMS:

English,

¢

wwii

Each paper is

prepared for all the Sabbaths in the month.
. Postage will be paid by the subscriber at the office

Three cents per quarter

for 85 copies or less; 81x cents for more than 35 and
less than 75, &c. The postage is more for papers or-:

dered and paidfor by the honth than bv the quarter.
be given for the year, or

or the longest time that they may be wanted, and
Fhtts void frequent renewnly
i

‘
LU

Languages,

!

he papers will be discontinued at the expiration

4

-

Lyndon €enter. Vt.. 1873.

2.25

the Principal at

-

wow
. 0 lad
f

>

hi

h

[8

'

i

’

ENTITLED

\y

i

‘The Sacred Melodies

«$450

Instrumental Music (20 lessons),

Let the orders for papers

7.50

»
-

LOCATION :

easily accessible from all

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.

legs than 50, 12 cents each copy per

where they.are received.

-

at the same time removed
from the activities and
temptations which tend
to divert the attention and
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
:
For further particulars, ‘address the Principal.at
Lyndon Center, or I.
W. SANBORN, Secretary; dt
Lyndonville.
a

2.50

may have

Any humber

year,

85.00
«7.00

School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the universally admired nll scenery
of Vermont. The Lyndonville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten minutes walk trom the Institution. It is thus

2.00
. 10.00

be made, by the

Middle
Higher

‘of the time for which théy are paid.

-

Ee

The new, commodious building, &mple in
rangements,
recently
erected for the use

commence

Any‘number above 50 at the same rate., -

Payment in advance,

--

.

duced tuition.
v
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in families; m club$ ht
lowerrates, and yooms furnished for self-boarding.

4

stndents who

to morals, common

100 copies to one address, $9.00 per year.
“

-

-

12, 1874.

their own exertions for an education, received at

For beauty of scenery, healthfulness and comfort,
this location is unsurpagsed.
It is free from those

Lesson Papers
50

-

Latin and Greek,
French (extra), A
Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,

1.60

Waterbury Center, Vermont. ,

BENJ. MCKOON, and ANSEL GRIFFITH, with a pict“ure of Whitestown Seminary.

of

Bro.
Co,,

further

no-

eral services were held on the following TuesFor sale at the Star Office... Price, $1.25, sent b
at-the residence of his son, J, OC. Lane, from mail, ‘post-paid, with discount to the trade. Ad|. day
which his mortal remains were borne to the
Rev, I, D, STEWART,
dress
tomb, followed

For

inter-

Portraits:
‘WM. HUNT,

those

the College

and illustrated with
J. Parcuies, D. D,,

English,

Higher English

and culture. The public lectures ot these institntions
are-invaluable.
.
A, M. JONES, “Sec.

pages and a large amount of

TUITION:
.

Primary Studies,
| Common

tages of association with students of a. higher rank

D. D.

valuable matter, that can be

CALLEY, Precepiress.
C. BRADFORD, 4ssociaie.
E. MOREY, Music.
A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March

«. $5.50

iv nis power towards the prosecution of
studies.

where else, interspersed with illustrative anecdotes,

Five

Lizzie
MARY
MARY
ELLEN

. CALENDAR:

ers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faith(ully drilled in Latin and Greek
Ancient Geography, Angjent History, Algebra and
Geometry.
Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Gréek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &c.. The location of -the school so near

FREE BAPTISTS,
esting and

18, 1873.

Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins Aust 25, 1373.
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins
December 2, 1873.

bemg composed of only one department, a thoroughness 1m doing their work is secured from both teach-

THE

By A. D. WILLIAMS,

$10.00

LITERARY
INSTITUTION.
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school

[REE COMMUNION RAPTIT

infirmities of ‘age. Still he was able to labor.
and visit bis friends wytil last July when be had

children reside, for medical treatment; and instead of returning to Ris earthly home, he‘quietly and peacefully passed ovér tlie river to his
eternal
inheritances Instead of going to the

Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss

Opens Dec. 2, 1373.
Opens Feb. 25, 1874.

inistry in view, by furnishing them every

at

MEMORIALS

He enjoyed good health throughlife until with
the last To yours. when be
began to feeluthe

dima

Faculty :
J.S. BROWN, A. B., Principal.

Opens Sept: 2, 1873,

English,.:.....

A special effort will

Jiopare

THE long-talked-of and long-logked-for volume of

of prayeny Whelihe delintitel to go, witnessing
for Jesus andytélling
the old story. phdhe cross.

before his
three®of his

STREET, BOSTON.

made from 50 cts. Call and examine, or
Samples sent (postage free) for 50 ets.,

OF

2.80

Complete courses of study for both sexes.
The Building, one of the flnest in the State, is ro-.
A No
Department for Teachers of Common
mantically
situated amidst the highest mountains | Schools.
Tuition free.
s
and grandest scenery of Vermont.
Free tuition to students from this and other states
:
. Mheology.
who first secure the Regent’s certificate in Common

"AT LAST! |

heard in the house

a paralytie shock, Some four, weeks
death lie came to ‘Concord, where

LYNDON

Location.

that retail quick for $10.
Ry L. WOLCOTT, 181 Chatham Square, N. Y
25.eowly
:

for thirty

4.00

3.00

clubs, about

EXTRA CHARGES.

<

Flowers, &c., each extra.

‘

Baptists has

5

Ridgeville, Ind., July

Book Keeping: Penmanship, / Pen-Drawing, Instruction in
Penciling, Crayoning, Pastel, Wax

9

History of the Free Communion
last appeared, under the title of

“

rates. Students may enter school at any timé of the
term, paymg from such time to the close of the term
at the regular rates.
For Catalogue apply to
WM. REED, Sec. & Treas.

VT.

ORLA sssessnesssrsinrcsersvanss Yrsesanes

&-COMPANY,

YORK3; or 32 BROMFIELD

eow30t24

|

to

Penmanship, fifteen lessons,
1.50
Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonable

SEMINARY.

___yUse of Piano and Organ,........s.

many

£7.00

$2.00

&@~Clergymen’s children and students relying

Latin and Greek, extra,

S BARNES

ends Aug, 21,

Use of Instrument for practice, per term, 1.00
Vocal Music, twenty lessons,
° .
1.50

Secretary.

French, extra,....ee... v
Instrumental Music,....

A.

egins June 2, and

rent, per term, from

.

Tuition:
Common

gina Mar, 10, and ends May 29, 1574,

:

Instrumental Music, twenty lessons

address the Principal, or

12 weeks.
12 weeks.

ins Aug. 25, and ends Nov. 14, 1873.

Term

4

Calendar:
WINTER TERM,
SPRING TERM,

hi:

1873-4,

EXPENSES.
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
Room

L. A. Butterfield, E. C. Smith, Miss
;

FALLTERM, 13 weeks.

FOR

Board; per week, in private families,

600
650

-

E. 8. TASKER,

G.T. Swasey,
Abbie Lyon.

blessed of God and finally meet her in the
world of pure delight.
. G. W. CortrIS,

danghters,—all of whom survive him,

1874.

with

Rev ®R. H. Tozer, A. M., Principal.

Kil-

all.

and

Fall Term b
Spring Term

Fuel

A

COLLEGE.

CALENDAR

Mrs. E. C. Smith, Principal Ladies’ Department.
Miss M. E. Prentiss, Assistant.

me to live is Christ, to die is gain.”
Liying foi}
4% Notice CHAPEL EDITION, of the ‘‘ Hymns and
Christ is past; the gain she now shares, and will
Tunes” and CHEAP EDITION of.the ‘ Hymns only.”
forevermore.
The
large congregation
at the
funeral service proved the Seapedl in which the
Send for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET. Address,
lingly

EIDGEVILLE

can be obtained at reasonable

MOUNTAIN

SEMINARY.

Rev. G. 8, BRADLEY
oA. M., Principal.

$459

en

WATERBURY CENTER,
Faculty:

The

East

Rent,

A. B., Principal,

particulars

|

text, ¢ For

departed was held., She hid lived in

Rooms

GREEN

|

worship, and

last sermon she heard was from the

and

rates.
For further

De-

For ftucther particulars, address,

Summer

®orthwood, N. H., Nov. 20, 1873.

¥

any single

Verses areinadmissible.

Washing,

Hizher English,
Classical,
=
French and Music extra.
{

and

SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,~ends June 12.

CLASSICAL.
Not sectarian,but

The tuition willbe as follows :
Primary Branches, Common English,
REN

equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.

10

Dec. §,—~ends March 6, 1874.

opens

TERM

WINTER

and

SEMINARY.

H. CORTON,

'erms,

v
'
_ CALENDAR:
FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Xov. 21.

[3
;

ACADEMY.

Assistants.

Normal, Academ -

[1 "study.

C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

EVANSVILLE

The WINTER TERM of eleven weeks. will commence
WEDNESDAY, Dee. 10, 1873.
competent

.

The location of this institution at Evansville, Wis.,
is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, productive, farming country. The village of Evansville
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its inhabitants, having no liquors or billiard saloons.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the accomplishment of its* work, Prof.
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of
the school, recently enterea into a contract with the
Trustees to conduct it for five years to come, thus
J
giving permanency.

1v48

NORTHWOOD

Eg

4

:

’

For further particulars, address the Secretary, .at

Pittsfield, Maine.
31
.

Board and Rooms can be obtained af, reasonable
rates.
For further particulars address the Principal,
Center Strafford, N. Hi; Jan. 17, 1874.

BEFORE ADOPTING, EXAMINE

wishing obit:

uaries published in the Morning
Star, who do
not patromze it, must accompany them with cash

obituary.

for the

J. W. ROBERTS, «
« Teacher of Penmanship.
The tuition will be as usual.
¥

Obituaries.

to

8.

The Spring
Term of ten weeks will commence
Tuesday, Feb, 24, 1874.
:
O,T. MAXFIELD, - -* - © =
.
.
Principal.
Miss NELLIE D. MAXFIELD, .- Assistant.

of afflictiod, the comfort and solace of her sorrowing relatives.
G. 8S. HILL,

27,3874,

My
2, 1578
thé Princ

Penmanship will be taught by an experienced
Teacher,
’
’
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness. Half tetms commence at the
beginning and middle of theterm.
=~
- e price of board, in clubs, varies -trom $1.60 to
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle
men’s are formed.
: Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
i
;

through

-»-

AUSTIN

in this time

NATHANIEL MUNEY died Nov. 4, 1873, aged
18 years and 6 months,
His disease was typhoid
fever; bis sufferings were severe but short, and
were
borne
with
patience.
About two
years
hand and draw forth a number.
It was the before his death he gave his heart to God
and
official and
pontifical Jottery.=-wwetorars found.
peace in Christ, was baptized by the
“Old Romeand New Ilaly.”
writer and united with the F. Baptist church of
Patten, and although he lost some of the enjoyment of religion yet his life was consistent and
-| in his sickness the Saviour came to his rescue,
and he died in the triumphs of a blood-washed
soul.
'F. H. BUBAR.

Brevity #specially important,

Boarding,

ready achieved.

Center manifested their love and interest by
their inquiries during her illness, and by their
attendance at the funeral. The grace of God

PA grimy, and kissed them in transport.
thers jumped in the air, extending
their
arms, and pronouncing incoherent phrases.
It was Saturday,
the day of sorcery. Twelve
o'clock approached; the bells began to
sound the hour. The cardinal lifted the
golden handle and gave several turns to the
globe of crystal. The acolyte put in his

single square can well be afforded

Tuition,

and use of heavier Furniture.

to

Miss PDA C. VICKERY, Teacher of French,
Miss ELLA C. HURD. Teacher of Music.

Pen Professdrs und Instructors.
thoroughly Christian.
p
Location can not be surpassed in healthfulness,
beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
Expenses only $175 for College
year of 40 weeks
including

f

) 1874.

Miss OLARA, A. FORBES, Teacher in Normal
artment.
VERS
y

COLLEGE,

™

,

Principal.
» Teacher of German

8.

&ec.

AGRICULTURAL,
.
SCIENTIFIC

~

LDbR,
Associate

3

same price

made

187,

Aug.

Winter term Commences

For Catalogue or further information, address the
fifty persons in one day, during a session of the
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., orthe Preceptress,
Jearly meeting, partook-of dinner prepared by. Miss JANE W. Hoyr, A, M., Agricultural College
er hands. She visited and nursed the sick, P. O., Center Co., Pa,
:
watched with the dying and was ever ready to
The Spring Session of the above institution, located
engage in any
good. work.
She loved prayer near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very
and was often found with aged mother Place,
pouring out her supplieation for. the prosperity pleasant circumstances, Already upwards of one hunof God’s cause on earth,
She was sick for more dred students are upon the roll, and gthers have sigthan two years, but received the tender care that nified their intention to enter. Professors Collier
she had bestowed upon others.
Her two* devot- and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all fored daughters (one adopted). aud. her husband merly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this instiwatched over ber with tender and loving solici- tation, and® are much encouraged by the results al-

small calotte or cap, also violet, with -a rich

Persons

be

‘

Fall term commences

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Lord was her delight. Her soul, inspired with
love to her
Saviour,
led to
the exercise
of
a spirit of benevolence
that. cared
for

Roman church, attired in rustling violet
silk and a tunic of white lace. He wore a

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

may

AGRICULTURAL

baptized by Elder E. Place, uniting with the
Strafford Center church, The service of the

‘the welfare of his disciples.
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Th
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Preparatory,

8.

commences January 5, 1874, and centinues 11 weeks,
followed by Spring term of the same length.
Catalogues sent to inquirers.
PER ORDER.

0. Roys,

Mary

7, aged

other

31,

raeiPab. 2. 1874, | |

New Hampton,
N. H., July 22,

Farnishes College,

WILTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE,
WiLroN, MUSCATINE CO., IOWA.
Commenced its Fall Term Sepivmbey 2. Continues
16 weeks. Vacation during holidays. Winter Term

ing in Jesus.
Many
remember her as their
teacher, as she taught school in adjoining towns
for 10 summers.
She was devoted to the wants
of her children, and they have grown up to call

died in Strafford, Feb.

D.

Remittances

- Academies,

became a Christian in her youth, and died trust-

muititude,

ragged and poverty-stricken, were . pressed
‘together.
There was g singular expression in all the eyes {urned toward the balcony ;
in the bands were papers, images of saints,
and scapularies; a sepulchral silence prevailed—a silence incomprehensible amon
the loquacious ‘ people of the South and a
solemnity suited to. a religious ceremony.
My suspicions were confirmed when an
acolyte came out on the balcony, and behind
him some ecclesiastics of rubicund
visage and obese proportions.
After the

with

17,

Tari

cal and Ladies’ Hull Rp

service of the ‘him, but 1t will ordinarily be best to do’ that
business with this office direct.
Com.
———————————————————————— ————

=
Ae
contrary to religion, morals or sovereigm Master,
authority.
\
lil
>
RUTH K. HISCOCK, daughter of Ruth K. and
I know all this, I said.’ Talking thus we Jedediah
Thomas, died at her. home in Farmingturned into a cross-street and soon found ton, Me., March 5. The deceased was born in
ourselves in a small square. A balcony of Bedford, Mass., Nov, 20, 1796. She came to
the principal house in this plaee was adorn- Farmington at the age of 1, where she speut the
of her days. When she was 29 she
ed with rich hangings of crimson and dam- remainder
was married to Thomas Hiscock, Who died when
ask. Fixed upon the balcony there shone she was 46, leaving her with 7 children from 1
1a crystal globe with gilded ormaments, at to 13 years old. They are all living, and 6 of
one side of which was a golden handle. them are professed Christians, The deceased

Before the house an immense

made

purchased there at the

charge at this office.

Star and

e bereavement be sanctified to all

lead us to a

been

Now.

MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
PITTSFIELD, ME.
i

Heftron, 250 -State St., Chicago, for the sale of
our denominational and Sabbath school books.

the loss of a kind and affectionate hushand and
Buber, and many other friends and relatives,

nothing

‘have

25, 1873,

Jan Ts, ie A

8

ro he BE

OF

Books in Chicago.

more

Sas

o

Summer Term cases
further parti

religion,

he passed

the river, it would be in # sudden manner, but
be hoped to be ready, and we trust he was.

Tor

Summer Term begins

Kemp's

with,ih, ef eigh
;

detoher 31 1873.

er To oer

begins

Spring Term

.

years ago, gave Dis heart to God, and united
with the ¥. Baptist church at™Rongeley; subseSent, post-paid on receipt of retail or
Yuentiy ‘he moved to Phillips, and united with
¢ F. Baptist church, of, which he remained a OLIVER DITSON & CO.
CHAS, H. DITSON & CO,
worthy member till he died. Id his later days.
Boston,
[2612]. © 711 Br'dway, N, York’

ITere, at Rome, everybody is interested
in lottery tickets; no one for an idea of the
human brain. The commemoration of the
anniversary of Shakespeare has been prohibited in this city of the arts. On the other hand, a cabalistic and astrological book,
professing to divine the caprices of the lottery, has
been printed and published under

Ol

Winter Term

of slope and
other circumstances. In the Gallit death, we firmly believe she did not die,
Father Kemp’s * Old Folks” hae sung to 900
mass there are generally deep cracks, eull- she only departed to«® be with Christ. = Com.
audiences, and other organizationg to at least as
many
more,
These tunes are suré to attract both
ed crevasses, sometimes
dangerous to "Bro: NATHANIEL ToormAKER, of Phillips,
;The present edition is enlarged to
those who are unskilled in explorations; Me., fell from his chair at the breakfast table, Sd and es,yollng.
and a number of favorite ‘old ” anthems,
Fi
and the surface ‘is, for the most part, so Feb. 18; afd instantly expired; aged 73 years. pa Ylotio pieces, &o., progdded.
was the third brother that hay dropped” dead
3
+ Price 40 cts.
$4.00 per dozen.
rough as to require from the traveer the ‘He
within
a little mere than one
year,
Their fasteadying use of an alpenstock.-~Chamber’s ther, also, about
80
ypars ago, fell in the street
Common School Song
Journal.
Fan
wikis
a
in this village, and
died, Bro. Nathaniel, many CHEERFUL VOICES. Best
00K.
Pisgd

Godly Gambling.

closes

_ ‘Winter Term Noses Fad

- 01d Folk’s Concert Tunes. -

we

Term

eT

RIVER OF LIFE, Best Sunday School Song Book.

months, Sister Crumb was a woman. of broad
Christian shatits, of deep Christian sympathy
aud of earnest Christian labor, Her death is a

whole, behaves a8 if it were semifluid, an

~ Fall

to large,
enthusiastic and profitable audiIn its new form,
Esther presents a spectacle

Lo

Forks Free Baptist churehyand wife of Nathaniel

Crumb, died Feb. 20th; aged 65 years and

CALENDAR:

Fail Term begins Monday, August

of uncommon beanty, and even % splendor, with ite
brilliant Eastern
sses, &c. Music simple ou
b
spirited. Dragses and decorations easily procured.

She

A. M,, Principal,
:

courgks for both sexes. , Four terms of
ik
:
©’
each.
a
pre
.

Six re
teni weeks

_ DRAMATIZED!!

always
ences.

hal
of the Utiadilla

a member

A. B. MESERVEY,
associates,

hoCantal
3 ares bones Soe, HE

of * the “samhe- disease,

NEeLvLm, twin daughter of Z. Wilkinson.

particular partor

ESTHER, the Beautiful Queen!

14, aged |
disease,

—l

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION,

CANTATA OF

-

in

Springvale, Me., of scarlet fever, Keb.

sion; is a
of snow accumulated [ii an
Alpine valley, which, assuming as it pro-

itself there not, after al » Some um dt P 4 Ate an active and devoted.brothér,andin a Christian’.
the
greater portion of
the
ideas of
the spirit bore the burdens of the ehurelr. During
again,’ said the operator, ‘and this renews not
property ? Have not his;stay at. Elgin he soughtfor and obtained the
notice either to Fepare for it or ‘to signal literary is on
of the
higher life, ‘and the evidence of
it to. stop,”
tched ‘a telegraphic the birds been all caged; and the greater blessing
advanced Christiun experience, which was a
art of them so many times that it would | an
machine, and then ‘said; “This throws up
source of satisfaction to
him all his remaining
e difficult or impossible to tell who let them, days. Leaving Eigia he moved to. Hebron, Ill,
the signal to come;in,’ and sure enough in
afew minutes the train arriged. One hun- fly first? Of the multitude of books which where he buried the companion;of his youth,
From Hebron, he cage to’ Wingor, near West
dred and forty traing arrive and depart in are continpally issuing from the press, how’ Union;
Towa, where he lived till the time of his
a day, including the Central, Hudson, the many contdinatroriginal idea, make known, departure.
Hig sickness was severe, lasting 16.
Harlem; dnd
phe New, Haven roads,” and a new truth, ov in ay wayeuliie the do- days, but he died fhumphant, with the blessed
‘main
of
knowledge
P
*Not-one
in
a
thouhope
of
a
glorious
fesurrection, He leaves two
hence the signal service is one of incessant
activity. The operator then informed us sand, For every original thinker there are sons and three daughters to mourn their 10s,
Sond
Is
ah
i
; 8. F, SMITH.
+ that each road has four starting bells of multitudes of imitators. The popular writdifferent keys; allof which were rung by ers are not those who put forth new. ideas, * Miss Baran MucuMORE died in Gray, Me.,.
adapting March 13; of gargs, aged 86 years. Sister.
in. led
himby means of electricity.” Three start. ‘but_ragher those who are skil
street.’

We

another

a cage ; to long as he chooses to keep them,
none but-he has a right to let them ‘fly; but
the moment he
cla
to them,

Jesus,

10:

The Bowdoin Orient has the following’
from a contributor who would seem to leave
but little scope for the exercise of the pure-

ly originating faculty : In looking over a somewhat

1“Ina good old nge,”’

.

9 years, Also, Feb. 16, of the sume
AMIE, daughter of H. J. Reed, aged 7 years.
'
|
These
were interesting children, both members
eeeds the ippearatice of a stream of jee,
or Jue ing slats in Sabimt h dood), They aM
slides, little by little, to a lower level, -carnowledge
religious things
far
beyon:
rying with it dirt and debris, amd grazing their years; and have gone home to. be with

In a moment a bell"Gver-

head struck twice.
‘Baggage
said, ‘otherwise he would have
and I would have waited. I
the train out. Do you see that

Glacier.

A Glagjer, to speak to popular apprelien-

He

just ahead
? Well, now
touched a stop and I saw the letter ¥_disCharles Buller (the mother of his friends played at a window in ‘a side-building.
.' ‘Charles and Arthur Buller) and Mus, John ‘He hears a bell ring also,’ said the
raAustin; and although all the- society he tor. The engine’ backed down and hitohmet there was rather too congenial to. his ed to the empty train and the Z disappearown opinions, yet the friendships he form- ed. ‘Ishallnow send him out,’
. the
ed in them, the gayety and culture whic
operator,
as he touched another stop, and
poivaded them, and, above all, the in- the empty train at once moved forward and
luence of these highly-gifted women, who left the station... The letters X Y Z (I may
cherished him with
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Good board ean be obtained in Yrivate families at

hab ‘been revised and much, improved, printed on
stereotype plates, made from Dew fype

throughou

It has a large number of selected and choice Tunes

as well as niany of our best Hymns.

It is compac

$3.00 per week, Those wishing to hoard themselves
in form, can be easily carried in the pocket, ana
can obgain good rooms ner the Academy.
«ELIHU HAYES, Secretary.
‘|: is well adapted to use in social meetings. Price
West Lebanon, Jiily 29, 1873,
821,
per single book, when bound: in cloth,40 cents; per
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On Monday, in the Senate,
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Advices from Cuba report encounters betw
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Principe, but the result is not anno
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¢
ains have
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/
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the bill has
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sion degenerating into. little

on and Schurz,
wrangle between Senators Mort
new bill from
“The
hed.
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g
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n
actio
and no

at

Stand.

Plant

A

i,

trees; and our people generally, save, perhaps,
some. who live quite in the back country of the
East, or among the ‘great. pine forests of the
North and South, are beginning to cherish a eer-

many times older ‘than the age of man: Indeed,

the

prevents

often

They must baye

them.

of raising

pleasure

light, and air, and sunshine,

and it is not always convenient to devote the
If kept
occupancy.
to their “danger
brightest windows arein
ep
of being ehill-

bill,

can not attain by his own merits; and

he nor his ghildren can repair, Is painful to witness. In France and Germany forestry is a pro-

THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1873,
of widows and orphans deserves honor unless it FOR

successfully accomplishes those objects for which Net cash assets, Jan.1,
| it was established. ‘We can point to the successstate forest; Prussia_5,070,000; Bavaria, 1,062,ooo ieesrarssses
of the Equitable Life Assurance Socie- Premiums.
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Potatoes are worth
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merce bill was taken up, and Mr.
st it.” The
Vermont made an argument again
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discussion of the bill was conti
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The sides flare outward, so

pine.

oid

¥

tl)

pe

laid ; its plans were thoughtfully matured; its
velopment, and, with the determination to command success, they succeeded, after some years

»

ing, said that among the Greeks, a people so wise

a member by the convention of the diocese.
“A Delaware physician some time ago grafted

a piece of bis own skin (white) on the body of a
negro. It grew, but at the end of three months

together.
With the window=-sill,

The

wood.

furniture

ed unfavorable to intellectual genius, while the

inside of the box is better preserved from decay,

ened,

taken bodily from
g We | over what seems to be a beda tiny
best type of American citizen than anythin
‘hanging basket
Sometimes
have an | the garden.
have, and

it there is mo appearance of bareness.

Virginia City, Nevada.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Idea of the Spinning Jenny.

late bishop’s family.

statue

a

with

structure

’

;

in it.

and

ten

men were killed and othersevounded.
-A fight of United States troops

with

the

Indians were Killed and

soldiers wounded.

white

three

Ld

Young Men’s Christian Ution

Boston.

The

-

. building fund has reached $78,995.
Hatch &-Co. sold the Manchester
Samuel
'N. H., Thursday,
Print Works at Manchester,
to 8. R. Payson, Esq., of Boston, for $1,000,000.
At a fire in a tenement house in New York,
Wednesday, a woman and her three children
were burnedto death.

asylum,

McLean

The
persons

the

during

Mass.,

has treated

256

92;

dis-

admissions,

year;

They say that when Adam ye

about upon his
murdered Abel he carried
shoulders for twenty days, not knowing how to
dispose of it. The Almighty took pity on him,
and sent forth a crow with its dead young one
on its back ; and the erow flew before, Adam un-

charges, 95; deaths, 13.

It is reported that scientific men who have in- til it a
ed the manifestitions at Bald. Mountain,

vestigat
in North Carolina, are of ‘the
eruption is to be feared.

A serious

riot

from Hoboken,

opinion

laborersis reported

among

Italian

some: new

New Jersey,

hands on the Lackawanna and Great Western
ghtatked by strikers. One man
Railroad being
. was fatally

nded.-

The anpéial report of the Massachusetts genhospital shows an excess of expenditures
The
over receipts for free beds of $37,173.75.
average number of patients has been 165, at an

annual

on live eels and whiskey punch; but old age prevailed, and he died peaceably on the approach of

the eold weather. He drank the punch with
great relish; in fact, he had resided so long in
Dublin that it inust have come naturally to him,

of the

of the directors

meeting

Maine Central Railroad was held at Waterville,
It was voted almost unanMaine, Wednesday.
imously to ratify the contract of lease to the

Eastern ‘Railroad.

A strange
from India.

express-

afterwards discovered by Egyptians to contain
damaged Indian postage stamps to the value of

ued fellowship with the church,

while

“fhe strike of the Erie

Railroad

at

employes

very

bas assumed

Susquehanna Depot, Penn.;

about four lacs of rupees (£40,000).

The strikers, one thousand
serious proportions.
in number, have forcibly seized the locomotives
and other property, and prevented the trans
passenportation of freight, thongh permitting

ger trains to run,

.

FOREIGN.
An ammunition wagon is said to have explod-

“ed at Serrano’s camp

fifty

in Spaiw, by which

men were killed and wounded:

°

~~

_ The small-pox fs again on the increase in
Montreal.

they would

have been no

if they had been

loss to the

trive other parcels.

at the bottom of the

ocean, but, being found und sold, are likely to
cost the government of India little short of £40,

The Seeretary of Treasury at Washington. has
directed the assistant treasurer at' New : York, to
sell a million. of Gold each Thursday during

April, or five.millions in all,

them in twenty-five pound - boxes, but no doubt,
as more experience is gaived, farmers will con-

It is estimated that there are at least

AN ew

C—O

seven

Mount Vernon to Cache la Poudre, and from the

foot hills

back

to

the

to ten stalks grow

ome

from

root to a

grandest “peaks, was sus-

pended in the air, on the east of the city, and apparently just beyond the. outermost houses, The
refraction was go pérfect that those whosaw the
mirage were actually puzzled to distinguish be-

beard, each filament being five inches long.

Physicians
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compact, is hol~

Elegant Designs &
Elaborate Finish.
Their PIANO stop is a piano of beautiful tone
in
which will never require tuning. All interested
music should knsy of this important invention.
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arrested tried"$ycourt-martial and shot one Tritz
carrying provisiond.té the enemyat
next accused of conseque
nce of the rank of the prison-,
Nancy.In
ers, the court is especially composed of a colonel,

Jand diret6ctthé United States, will be ofput on

©

* board the steamer Faraday the middle

_ Ata public meeting in London on Wednesday lieutenant-colonel, two majors, a chiefin d’escathe inIt is alleged
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,
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and wentto the fire to burn his stick. Then
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for a commission to inquire.into the effects and
results of the liquor traffic.
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year for tobacco.
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The Parker Fraternity celebrated its sixteenth 1ing. The monolith.is one of solid block of gran2
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The prohibitory liquor bill passed the Rhode’ dimensions. The memorial bears the simple inThe characIsland general assembly, Friday.
scription, ¢ S. W., July 19, 1873.”
The Rev. Dr: Edward N. Kirk died suddenly
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